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One of
of the
the more
more significant
significant developments
developmentsof
of2008
2008ininNew
NewYork
Yorkinsurance
insurancelaw
law
companion decisions
came courtesy of two companion
decisions by
by the
the state’s
state’s highest
highestcourt
courtwhich
which
held that,
that, in
in addition
additionto
to recovering
recovering policy
policy proceeds,
proceeds, policyholders
policyholdersmay
may recover
consequential damages
consequential
damages resulting
resultingfrom
froman
an insurer’s
insurer’sbreach
breach of
of aa policy,
policy, at
at least
least
in
certain
circumstances
where
the
insurer
is
found
to
have
breached
its
duty
of
in certain circumstances where the insurer is found to have breached its duty of
good faith
faith and
and the
the damages
damages were
wereforeseeable
foreseeableand
andquantifiable;
quantifiable;
good
and fair
fair dealing
dealing and
Bi-Economy v.
Harleysville Ins.
of N.Y.
N.Y.and
andPanasia
PanasiaEstates
Estatesv.v.Hudson
HudsonIns.
Ins.Co.1
Bi-Economy
v. Harleysville
Ins. Co.
Co. of
Co.1

Consequential damages resulting
resulting from a breach of
contract have previously been
been available to parties
under traditional contract principles, to the extent
they were
result of the breach
were a foreseeable
foreseeable result
breach and
“within
parties” at
“withinthe
the contemplation
contemplation of
of the parties”
at the time
of contracting.
contracting. Until
Until recently,
recently, however,
however, recovery of
consequential
consequential damages
damages was
was not
not a remedy generally
available
available to policyholders
policyholders for
for an
an insurer’s
insurer’s breach of
its
its policy
policyunder
underNew
NewYork
York law.2
law.2

“The New
York Court
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals
“The
New York
set the stage for the pleading
pleading of
of
consequential
damages
claims
consequential damages claims
insureds against
by insureds
againstinsurers
insurersininits
its
decision.”
Bi-Economy decision.”
With Bi-Economy
and Panasia,
Bi-Economy and
Panasia, insureds have
have
recover –- or at least plead
gained strong grounds to recover
–
consequential damages
damages in
addition to policy
policy
- consequential
in addition
the insurer’s
insurer’s denial
denial of
ofpolicy
policy benefits
benefits
proceeds where the
allegedly breaches the covenant of good
good faith
faith and fair
allegedly
dealing and the consequential
consequential damages
damages were forecontracting. The
seeable at the time of contracting.
The decisions are
significant because
significant
becauseNew
New York
York does not recognize the
independent tort
tort of
of bad
bad faith
faith for
for an
an insurer’s breach
of the policy so
so as
as to
to support
support an
an award
award for extraextra-

contractual
contractual damages,
damages, absent a pattern of egregious
conduct warranting
warranting punitive
punitivedamages.3
damages.3 These
These decisions provide
provide a potential
potential new
new avenue
avenue for recovery of
extra-contractual
extra-contractualdamages
damages from
from insurers.4
insurers.4
Setting
SettingThe
The Stage:
Stage: Bi-Economy and Panasia

The
New York
York Court
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals set
set the stage for
The New
the pleading of
of consequential
consequential damages
damages claims by
insureds
decision.
insureds against
against insurers
insurers in
in its
its Bi-Economy decision.
Bi-Economy
dealtwith
with an
an insurer’s
insurer’s breach
breach of
of the
Bi-Economy dealt
insured’s right to prompt adjustment
adjustment and
and payment
payment
of first
first party
party business
business interruption
interruptioncoverage
coverage under
under a
commercial property insurance policy. In upholding
the insured’s right
right to
for consequential
consequential
to assert
assert a claim for
damages,
the Court
Court set
set forth
forth specific requirements
damages, the
that
that an insured would
would need to meet in order to plead
and prevail
prevail on such a claim.
claim.
The Court
essential factor
The
Court held
held that
that an
an essential
factor of
of a
consequential damages
risk
consequential
damagesclaim
claimisisthat
that the
the risk
was
or should have
was foreseen,
foreseen, or
have been foreseen,
foreseen, at
the time of
of contracting.
contracting. This
This does not mean
mean the
insurer has to foresee the breach
breach or
or the
the particular
way the loss occurred, but that loss from
from aa breach
was
and probable.”
probable.” To
satisfy this
was “foreseeable
“foreseeable and
To satisfy
requirement,
requirement, itit must
must be determined
determined whether
whether consequential
were “reasonably
“reasonably contemplated
quential damages
damages were
by the parties,” and to do so “courts must look to
the nature, purpose and particular
particular circumstances of
the contract known
parties.”55
known by the parties.”
Continued on page 2
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The nature
coverage in
issue was
was a
The
nature of
of the coverage
in issue

significant
significantfactor
factorininBi-Economy.
Bi-Economy. The
The Court reasoned

“very purpose”
purpose” of
of business
business interruption
interruption
that the “very

by Laurie A. Kamaiko
and
Nassi
and Steven
Steven P.
P. Nassi
New
New York

“Policyholders
have
“Policyholders
have
been
quick
to
assert
been quick to assert
the
the right
righttotoplead
plead
consequential
consequential
damages
damagesininthe
the
wake
of
Bi-Economy
wake of Bi-Economy
and
and Panasia.”
Panasia.”
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coverage “would
“would have
that
have made [the insurer] aware that
if itit breached
breached its obligations under
under the contract to
investigate in
in good faith
faith and
and pay covered claims, it
would have to respond
respond in
in damages
damages to
to Bi-Economy
Bi-Economy
for
the loss
loss of
of its
its business
result of
the breach.”6
for the
business as
as aa result
of the
breach.”6
The
Court further
further held that proof of consequential
The Court
damages
cannot be
be “speculative
“speculative or conjectural,”
damages cannot
and must be proved
proved with
with “reasonable
“reasonable certainty and
be capable
capable of measurement
measurement based
based upon known
known
reliable factors
factors without
without undue
undue speculation.”7
speculation.”7
reliable
While
plaintiff had
While the plaintiff
had asserted
asserted aa cause
cause of action
claims handling,
handling, the
to plead
plead
for bad faith claims
the right to
consequential damages
was based on the Court’s
damages was
holding that implicit
implicit in
in aa contract
contract of
of insurance
insurance is a
covenant of good
good faith
faith and fair
fair dealing
dealing that
that includes
promise to
investigate in
good faith and
and pay
pay
a promise
to investigate
in good
covered claims.
The majority
majority opinion distinguished
distinguished consequenThe
consequential damages
noting that
damages from punitive damages,
damages, noting
the purpose of consequential
consequential damages
damages was not a
punishment
but “to
“to give the insured its
its
punishment to the insurer but
bargained-for-benefit,”
bargained-for-benefit,” whereas
whereas punitive
punitive damages
damages
are
are intended to punish
punish the
the breaching
breaching party.8
party. 8 The
The
Court viewed
viewed the
prompt payment
payment of
of business
business
Court
the prompt
interruption losses
losses to be
be aa bargained-for-benefit,
bargained-for-benefit,
as the purpose of business
business interruption
interruption coverage
coverage
is to receive money
money promptly
promptly and avoid collapse of
the business. Thus,
Thus, failure
failure to
to provide
provide that benefit
rendered additional
additional damages foreseeable.
There
was aa strong
strong dissent, which argued that
There was
the bargained-for-benefit
bargained-for-benefit of
of an insurance contract is
coverage
up to
to the
thepolicy
policy limits,
limits, and that
that the parties
coverage up
to a policy generally do not contemplate consequential
did, it would
would be rejected
rejected by the
tial damages or, if they did,
insurer.9
Thedissent
dissent considered
considered the
the majority
majority to be
insurer.9 The
simply re-labeling
re-labeling punitive
punitivedamages
damages as
as consequenconsequential damages,
damages, and essentially allowing recovery
recovery of
punitive
without the
punitive damages
damages without
the requisite
requisite showing
showing of a
pattern
the public.
public.
pattern of
of egregious conduct directed at the
In the
the companion
companion case
case of Panasia,
Panasia, the Court
Court
relied on its
its opinion
opinion in
inBi-Economy
Bi-Economy to uphold an
insured’s right
right to
to recover
recover consequential
consequential damages
damages
for an insurer’s alleged breach of the covenant
covenant of
good faith and fair dealing
dealing in failing to
to promptly
promptly
good
investigate,
adjust and pay aa claim
investigate, adjust
claim made
made under
under
builders
builders risk coverage
coverage included
included in aa commercial
commercial
property insurance
insurance policy.
policy. However,
However, the Court
Court
property
noted that the court below
below had failed to
to consider
consider
whether the consequential
consequential damages
damages sought were
were
foreseeable
foreseeable as the result of the insurer’s breach, and
thus remanded
confirmed that
remanded the case.
case. Panasia
Panasia confirmed
the question of whether
whether aa plaintiff’s
plaintiff’s consequential
damages were aa reasonably
reasonably foreseeable
foreseeable result of the
breach and
and within
within the contemplation of the parties
time of
of contracting
contracting is a question
question of fact,
at the time
dependent
on the circumstances
and the nature
dependent on
circumstances and
nature
and purpose of the
the insurance
insurance contract
contract at
atissue.10
issue.10

Application of
of Bi-Economy
Bi-Economy and
and Panasia
Panasia by Lower
Lower
Courts
and the
the Extension
Extension to
to Third
Third Party
Party Liability
Courts and
Coverage
Policyholders
have been
been quick
quick to
to assert
assert the
the right
Policyholders have
to plead
in the
the wake
plead consequential
consequential damages
damages in
wake of
Bi-Economy
and Panasia.
Panasia. The
The subsequent
subsequent caselaw
Bi-Economy and
suggests that the effect
effect of
of these
these decisions
decisions may
may be
more expansive than the Court of Appeals perhaps
intended.
In Hoffman
Hoffman v.
v. Unionmutual
Unionmutual Stock
Stock Life
Life Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co.
of N.Y.,11
New York
York appellate
appellate court
court relied
relied on
N.Y.,11 aa New
Bi-Economy
to allow
allow an
aninsured’s
insured’s allegations
allegations of bad
Bi-Economy to
claims handling
handling to be incorporated
incorporated into
faith claims
into its
claim for wrongful denial to
to pay
paydisability
disability benefits,
benefits,
thereby
opening the
the door
door for the insured to seek
thereby opening
seek
consequential
damages. Significantly,
Significantly, while
while the
consequential damages.
court
court dismissed
dismissed the
the tort
tortcause
cause of
of action
action for
for a breach
of the duty of good
good faith,
faith, it held that allegations of
breach of
good faith were
were incorporated
incorporated into the
breach
of good
breach
of contract claim, and
and that
that was
was aa sufficient
sufficient
breach of
basis for seeking consequential
consequential damages.
An insured’s
insured’s right to seek consequential
consequential damages
for the “distress,
“distress, aggravation
aggravation and
and inconvenience”
inconvenience”
purportedly
purportedly caused
caused by its insurer’s alleged refusal to
adjust,
first party claim
adjust, settle,
settle,compromise
compromise or
or pay aa first
under a homeowner’s policy was upheld
upheld in
in Chaffee
Chaffee
12 There,
v.
Farmers New
New Century
Century Ins.
Ins.12
There,the
theclaim
claim arose
arose
v. Farmers
from an insurer’s alleged failure to pay a claim for
fire losses
losses under a homeowner’s policy. Although
the court found that
that the
the insureds’
insureds’ claim
claim for
for conseconsequential damages
is properly
properly part
part of its breach
damages is
breach of
contract
of action,
action, it
contract claim
claim and
and not
not a separate cause of
also noted allegations that the insurer violated the
implied covenant of good faith. Thus,
Thus, the decision
underscores
that the
the right to
underscores that
to seek
seek consequential
consequential
damages requires more than
than just
just ordinary breach of
contract without
without associated improper conduct.
Courts have
have also
also relied
relied upon
uponBi-Economy
Bi-Economy
Courts
and Panasia
to sustain
sustain an
an insured’s
insured’s right to seek
Panasia to
seek
consequential
in the
the context
context of
of third
third party
party
consequential damages in
coverage.
In
In Silverman
Silverman v.
v. State
State Farm
Farm Fire
Fire && Casualty
CasualtyCo.,13
Co.,13
the court sustained
sustained an
an insured’s
insured’s right
right to
to seek
seek consequential damages
based on
on the insurers’
damages based
insurers’ alleged
alleged
improper failure
provide third
party liability
liability
improper
failure to
to provide
third party
coverage
for an
an assault claim under general, busicoverage for
ness owners and
and homeowners
homeowners liability
liability policies.
policies. The
The
trial court
court dismissed
dismissed plaintiffs’ claim
claim for punitive
punitive
damages, but allowed them to amend
amend their
their complaint
complaint
to seek consequential damages, noting that
that such a
claim is available if the
the failure
failure to
to provide
provide coverage
coverage
flows
good faith
faith and
flows from
from aa breach of the covenant of good
fair dealing. The
The court also noted that defendants
defendants
could still
still move
move to dismiss the claim after discovery.
In
theinsured
insured sought
sought
In Handy
Handy &
& Harman
Harman v.
v. AIG,14
AIG,14 the
consequential
damages
as
part of its
its claim
consequential damages part
claim for breach
environmental pollution
pollution liability policy, which
of an environmental
for cleanup
cleanup costs
costs and
and third
third party
provided coverage for
liability. The
that policy
liability.
The court
court noted
noted that
that the nature of that
was to ensure
ensure that the insured had the finances to
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conduct the remediation and pay third
third party claims,
and that the insured had purchased the policy when
it agreed
agreed to remediate
remediate its property in conjunction
conjunction
with its
its sale
sale to
to avoid
avoid the
the financial
financial pressure
pressure of
with
remediation
on its on-going
remediation on
on-going business.
business. Thus,
Thus, the
court found that “the
“the particular
particular circumstances”
circumstances” of
the case and
and the nature and
and purpose
purpose of the policy
supported the foreseeability
foreseeability of
of consequential
consequential
supported
damages. Significantly,
Significantly, the court required that there
be allegations of breach
breach of the
the covenant
covenant of good
good
faith
support
faith in plaintiff’s
plaintiff’sbreach
breach of
of contract
contract claim to support
the request for consequential
consequential damages.
Conclusion
Bi-Economy and
and Panasia
Panasia have
have provided insureds
Bi-Economy
insureds
with aa means
means to
toseek
seekextra-contractual
extra-contractual damage
damage
where there is foreseeable and
and quantifiable
quantifiable damage
proximately
resulting from
from an
proximately resulting
an insurer’s
insurer’s improper
improper
conduct.
To
date, decisions
decisions have
have focused
focused on an insured’s
To date,
right to
to plead
plead consequential
consequential damages,
damages, rather than
on upholding
upholding a recovery.
recovery. ItIt remains
remains to be
be seen
seen
on
whether courts will continue to limit
limit the right to plead
consequential damages to
to those
those situations
situations in which
there
there are allegations of improper
improper insurer
insurer conduct
conduct
beyond simple breach of contact, and whether they
will
will limit
limitthe
theright
rightto
torecover
recover by enforcing the burden of
proof
demonstrate that
proof on insureds to demonstrate
that such
such damages
are
are quantifiable rather than
than speculative,
speculative, and
and were
were
foreseeable
foreseeable at the time the insurance was placed.

187 (2008) and
1 10 N.Y.3d
N.Y.3d 187
and 10
10 N.Y.3d
N.Y.3d 200
1 (2008),
(2008), respectively.
2 The
The 2001
decision by an
an intermediate
intermediate
2001 decision
2 appellate
appellate court in
in Acquista
Acquista v.
v. N.Y.
N.Y. Life
Life
Ins. Co., 285 A
.D.2d73
73 (1st
(1st Dept.
Dept. 2001)
2001)
A.D.2d

opened the
door for policyholders
policyholders to
opened
the door
seek consequential
consequential damages
damages apart
apart
seek
from policy proceeds
proceeds as
an
from
as aa result
result of an

insurer
’s breach
breach of
of an
aninsurance
insurance contract,
contract,
insurer’s
at least
least in
in the
the first
first party
party disability
disability
at
insurance context.
The court
court (with
(with a
a
insurance
context. The
strong dissent)
strong
dissent) rejected
rejected the
the traditional
view of New
Yorkcourts
courts up
up to
to that
that point
New York
that the
’s breach
the remedy
remedy for
for an
an insurer
insurer’s
breach
contract was
was limited to
to recovery
recover y of
of contract
policy
policy proceeds.
proceeds. The court’s reference to
consequential damages
being available
damages being
was in the context of the
’s denial
the insurer
insurer’s
or dilatory
dilator y payment
payment being
being without
without a
a
or
reasonable basis. The ruling
ruling in Acquista,
however, was
generally rebuffed
rebuffed by
by
however,
was generally
New
York courts.
courts. See,
New York
See, Eurospark
Eurospark Indus.
v. Mass. Bay
Bay Ins. Co.,
Co., 288
288 B.R.
177, 186
B.R. 177,
(E.D.N.Y.
2003)(acknowledging
(acknowledgingthat
that “[t]
“[t]
(E.D.N.Y. 2003)
he Acquista
Acquista decision
decision has
has been
been met
met with
disapproval”).
Rocanova v.
v. Equitable
Equitable Life Assur. Soc.,
3 See
See Rocanova
3
83 N.Y.2d
603, 615
615 (1994)
(1994) (holding
(holding that
N.Y.2d 603,
insured may recover contractual damages
damages
for insurer’s
insurer’s breach,
breach, but
not punitive
punitive
for
but not
damages unless
could show
show
damages
unless insured
insured could
“egregious tortious
conduct” directed
directed
“egregious
tortious conduct”
insured demonstrating
demonstrating aa “pattern
at the insured
conduct directed
of similar conduct
directed at the public
generally.”);
generally.”); see
see also New
New York
York Univ.
Univ. v.
v.
Continental
Ins. Co.,
Co., 87
87 N.Y.2d
308, 316
Continental Ins.
N.Y.2d 308,
(1995).

4 This
This article
articledoes
doesnot
notaddress
address the
the issue
issue of
of an
insured’s right
right to
to recover
recover excess of policy
limits when its liability
liability insurer
insurer improperly
improperly
fails to settle a claim within
within policy limits
limits in
gross disregard
disregard of
of the insured’s interests.
See, e.g., Pavia v. State Farm
Farm Mut.
Mut. Ins. Co.,
82 N.Y.
2d445
445 (1993).
(1993).
N.Y. 2d
5 Bi-Economy,
3d187,
187,193
193 (2008).
(2008).
Bi-Economy, 10
10 N.Y.
N.Y. 3d
6
6 Id.
Id. at 195.
7 Id.
at 193 (citations
(citations and
and quotations
quotations
7
Id. at
omitted).
8
Id.
at
195.
8 Id. at
9
9 Id.
Id. at 198.
10
Inboth
both Bi-Economy
Bi-Economy and
and Panasia,
Panasia, and
and in a
10 In
recent decision by the Fourth Department
in Stern v. Charter Oak Fire
Fire Ins. Co.,
Co., 2009
2009
NY
Slip. Op. 00729
00729 (N.Y.
NY Slip.
(N.Y. App. Div. Feb. 6,
2009) (reversing
(reversing its prior holding
holding issued
issued
before the
the Court
Court of
of Appeals
Appeals decided
decided
before
Bi-Economy), the
rejected
Bi-Economy),
the courts
courts also rejected
the insurers’ attempt to rely on a policy’s
“consequential
“consequential loss” exclusion
exclusion to bar an
insured’s “consequential damages” claim
against its
its insurer. Bi-Economy
determined
Bi-Economy determined
that the term “consequential
“consequential loss”
loss” as
as used
in the
the exclusion
exclusion refers
refers to
to loss
loss stemming
stemming
from the conduct
conduct of
insured or
from
of the insured
or third
parties, while
while “consequential damages”
damages”
parties,
concerns damages
damages incurred
incurred by the
the insured
as a result
result of
of the
the insurer’s
insurer’s misconduct.
misconduct.
as
Bi-Economy, 10 N.Y.
3d 187,
187, 195.
195.
N.Y. 3d
11
857 N.Y.S.2d
N.Y.S.2d680
680 (App.
(App. Div.,
Div., 2nd
2nd Dep’t
11 857
2008).
12
2008
WL
4426620
(N.D.N.Y.
2008).
12 2008 WL 4426620 (N.D.N.Y. 2008).
13
867 N.Y.S.2d
N.Y.S.2d 881
881 (N.Y.
(N.Y.Sup.
Sup.Ct.
Ct.2008).
2008).
13 867
14
2008 NY
NY Slip.
Slip. Op.
Op. 32366 (N.Y.
14 2008
(N.Y. Sup. Ct.
Ct.
2008).
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Bermuda
Monetary
Authority
(BMA)(BMA)
published
its
In January
January 2008,
2008,the
the
Bermuda
Monetary
Authority
published
its
2008
Business
Plan
highlighting
the
BMA’s
goal
to
become
internationally
2008 Business Plan highlighting the BMA’s goal to become internationally
recognised as
wewe
look
back
at at
recognised
as aa leading
leadingrisk-based
risk-basedregulator.
regulator.InInthis
thisarticle,
article,
look
back
2008
and
the
BMA’s
focuses
for
the
year
and
review
what
steps
the
BMA
took
2008 and the BMA’s focuses for the year and review what steps the BMA took
in light
of the
market
conditions
to meet
meet its
itsgoal,
goal,particularly
particularly
in light
of challenging
the challenging
market
conditions
resulting
from
the
global
financial
crisis.
resulting from the global financial crisis.
Mutual
Mutual Recognition
In order to achieve continued
continued growth in
in an increasingly globalised market, the BMA
BMAidentified
identified that
that full
full
mutual
mutual recognition,
recognition, being
being treated
treated as
as having equivalent regulatory
regulatory standards
standards to
to those
those in
in the
the European
European
Union, was
the potential
potential to
Union,
was crucial
crucial as
as this
this had
had the
simplify
simplifyaccess
access by (re)insurers in each market to the
other market.
Following the
Following
the EU’s
EU’s proposal
proposalinin 2007
2007 for
for the
introduction of
2008 the
introduction
ofthe
the Solvency
Solvency II Directive, in 2008
took aamajor
majorstride
stride towards
towards mutual
mutual recognition
recognition
BMA took
by announcing
announcing significant changes
changes to
to Bermuda’s
Bermuda’s
disclosure regulations.
regulations.
solvency and disclosure

2008
Insurance Amendment Act 2008
Prior to the passing of the Insurance Amendment Act
2008,
2008, the
the Insurance
Insurance Act 1978 in Bermuda required
(re)insurers to meet a margin of solvency which had
been calibrated
calibrated based
based on
on the
the scale and class of the
(re)insurer’s
business, with
with higher
higher premium
(re)insurer’s business,
premium and/
or reserving levels requiring
requiring more
more statutory
statutory capital
and surplus. No account was
was taken
taken of
of the
the fact
fact that
certain lines of
of business
business were
were inherently
inherently riskier
riskier
certain
than others. In July
2008, with the passing of the
July 2008,
Insurance
Insurance Amendment
Amendment Act
Act 2008, the
the Bermuda
Bermuda
Solvency Capital Requirements
were introintroRequirements (BSCR)
(BSCR) were
duced
duced to apply
apply to
to Bermuda’s
Bermuda’s Class
Class 44 (re)insurers
(re)insurers
Continued on page 4
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Reinsurance
Department
Department
(IRD) Highlights
(IRD) Highlights
Insurance &

•
• Laurie Kamaiko (New York)
moderated and
spoke at
moderated
and spoke
Lorman’s Insurance
Insurance Bad
Bad
Lorman’s
Faith Claims seminar in New
York in
in December
December 2008.
2008.
Jack
(New
York)
•
Jack
Dearie
(New
York) and
•
Machua Millett
Millett (Boston)
(Boston) presented a webinar
webinar entitled
entitled
sented
“(Re)emerging
“(Re)emerging Mercados:
Mercados:
Significant Recent
Recent DevelopDevelopments in the Latin American
Insurance
Insurance and Reinsurance
Reinsurance
Markets”
2009.
Markets”on
on 21
21 January
January 2009.
This
webinar is available
available
This webinar
to view
view through
through the
the ‘News‘Newsstand’ pages of our website,
stand’
which can be
be accessed
accessed at:
www.eapdlaw.com/newsstand.
•• Vivien Tyrell (London) spoke
International Associaat the International
Association of
of Insurance
Insurance Receivers
Receivers
2009 Post
Post Inaugural
Inaugural InsolInsolvency Conference
Conference in Florida
23-24 January.
on 23-24
January.
•
• David Kendall (London) and
John Hughes
Hughes (Boston)
(Boston) spoke
spoke
at a seminar co-hosted with
the Association of Bermuda
Bermuda
Insurers and Reinsurers
Insurers
Reinsurers on
“Credit Crisis
“Credit
Crisis Claims: Auction
Rate Securities
and Other
Rate
Securities and
Other
Issues of Concern
Issues
Concern for D&O
D&O
E&O Insurers”
Insurers” in Bermuand E&O
February 2009.
2009.
da on 2 February
•
Mark Everiss
Everiss (London),
• Mark
Peter
Peter Fidler
Fidler (London)
(London) and
Vivien Tyrell
Tyrell (London)
(London) attendattended the
the Association
Associationof
of Run-Off
Run-Off
Companies’
Companies’ Congress
Congress and
and
Convention Dinner in
in London
on 24-25
24-25 February.
(Continued
(Continued on
on Page
Page 5)
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and
was intended
intended to establish risk based
and was
based capital
adequacy
standards for
for high impact
adequacy standards
impact (re)insurers.
(re)insurers.
Unlike the earlier fixed
fixed minimum
minimum solvency
solvency margin
requirements,
take into
into account the relarequirements, the
the BSCR
BSCR take
tive underwriting
underwriting risks
risks of
of different
different lines
lines of
of insurance
as well as aa broad
broad range
rangeof
ofother
otherrisk
risk factors
factors includincluding credit risk, equity risk, liquidity
liquidity risk,
risk, reserving
reserving
risk and catastrophe
catastrophe risk.
risk. (Re)insurers
(Re)insurers are allowed
(subject
approval) to use their own
(subject to the BMA’s
BMA’s approval)
internal capital models
models where
where they can establish
that those models better reflect the inherent risks
of their business.
business. This
This approach owes much to the
influence of the
Financial Services
Services Authority
Authority in
the UK
UK Financial
the BMA’s
BMA’s thinking.
thinking.
This legislation
legislation also provides for the reclassificareclassification
tion of
of the
the Class
Class 3 insurance sector, which included
firms
limited amount
firms ranging from captives writing a limited
of third
third party
party business
business to
to large
large commercial
commercial (re)insurers. The
The reclassification focused on the respective
respective
risk profiles
companies and
and introduced
introduced
profiles of
of the
the Class 3 companies
a
new Class
Class 3A
3A(small
(small commercial
commercial insurers)
insurers) and
a new
and Class
Class
3B (large commercial
commercial insurers)
insurers) and
and a new category for
insurance special purpose vehicles to be known as
“Special Purpose
Purpose Insurers”. This allows the BMA to
undertake
more detailed
detailed analysis
analysis in
in identifying
identifying the
undertake a more
regulatory needs in
in relation
relation to the different types of
(re)insurers using its
its risk-based
risk-based regulatory
regulatory approach.
The changes
changes to
to the
the Insurance
Insurance Act
Act 1978
1978 have been
supplemented with the following amendments:
Insurance Accounts Amendment
Amendment Regulations
Regulations 2008
2008
These Insurance
Insurance Accounts
Accounts Amendment
Amendment Regulations,
Regulations,
which
effect on 31 December
December 2008,
2008, amend
which came into effect
the Insurance Accounts
Accounts Regulations
Regulations 1980
1980 and set
out the statutory financial
financial accounting requirements
for the
the purposes
purposes of
ofBSCR
BSCR for Class 4 (re)insurers.
(re)insurers.
The
amendedstatutory
statutory financial
financial accounting requireThe amended
ments are more onerous
onerous and
and involve
involve the
the submission
submission
of more detailed
detailed balance sheets
sheets (including
(including detailed
detailed
information
distinguishing
information about
about specific
specific assets and distinguishing
assets that are
are attributable
attributable to affiliates)
affiliates) and
and income
statements
statements to
to the
the BMA.

Insurance Returns and Solvency Amendment
2008
Regulations 2008
Insurance Returns and
and Solvency
Solvency Amendment
These Insurance
Regulations, which
Regulations,
whichalso
also came
cameinto
into effect
effect on
on 31

December
2008, amended the Insurance
December 2008,
Insurance Returns
Returns
and Solvency Amendment Regulations 1980.
1980. They
They
made a general amendment to include references
references
to Class 3A and Class
3B (re)insurers
(re)insurers and
and a miniClass 3B
mum margin of solvency
solvency for the
the new class of Special
Purpose Insurers, and introduced
introduced a requirement for
Special Purpose Insurers to
to submit
submit a special
special purpose
purpose
solvency certificate.
certificate. These
These regulations
regulations were
were accompanied
(Prudential
panied by the issuance of the Insurance (Prudential
Standards) (Class
(Class 4 Solvency
Solvency Requirement)
Requirement) Order
Order
2008.
Order sets
sets out
out the
the prudential
prudential standards
2008. The
The Order
that Class
Class 3 (re)insurers
(re)insurers must comply
comply with when
when
submitting
submittingaa Capital
Capital and
and Solvency Return.

Response to
to the
the Global Financial Crisis

The
Bermuda market
market has
has carefully
carefully monitored the
The Bermuda
situation
in particuparticusituation since
since the
the onset of the crisis and, in
lar, has focused
focused on investment
investment funds, banks and the
insurance
market, the areas
areas most
most affected by the
insurance market,
crisis.
crisis. In the
the insurance
insurance sector,
sector, the
the BMA
BMA has taken a
proactive
undertaken surveys
proactive role
role and
and has undertaken
surveys to
to assess
the companies’ exposure
exposure in
in both
both investment
investment portfoportfolios and underwriting.
underwriting. The
The result
result of
of this
this was
was a focus
on the financial guaranty firms
firms who
who were
were the most
affected.
achieved in
in helpaffected. Some
Some success has been achieved
ing these
these companies
companies recover.
recover. However,
However, the
the BMA has
recognised that there is still
still work to do.
In 2008,
2008, the
collaborated with
the BMA collaborated
withthe
theNew
New York
State Insurance Department
Department (NYSID)
in relation
relation to a
(NYSID) in
number of firms
firms within the financial
financial guaranty sector
impacted by sub-prime and matters
matters related
related to
to AIG.
AIG.
This
collaboration underscored
ensure that
that
This collaboration
underscored the
the need
need to
to ensure
regulators could co-operate
co-operate quickly
quickly and
and efficiently
efficiently in
the global
global insurance
insurance market
market and,
and, as a result, the
the BMA
and
the NYSID
NYSIDsigned
signedaamemorandum
memorandumof
ofunderstanding
understanding
and the
(MoU)
29 September
September 2008.
2008. According to
to paragraph
paragraph
(MoU) on 29
2 of the MoU, its
its purpose
purpose is to
to facilitate
facilitate a formal basis
for
for consultation,
consultation, co-operation
co-operation and
and co-ordination
co-ordination
between
between the
the two
two regulatory
regulatorybodies.
bodies.The
The MoU
MoU allows for
the
exchange of
ofinformation
information relevant
relevant to
to each
eachauthority’s
authority’s
the exchange
supervisory, regulatory and examination responsibilities.
Each authority
authority can
can assist
assist the
the other
other in
ininvestigative
investigative
ties. Each
work regarding companies
companies and persons engaged
engaged in
insurance business,
business, including
including questioning,
questioning, taking testimony
and conducting
conducting inspections
inspections and
and investigations.
investigations.
mony and
The
Year Ahead
Ahead
The Year
On 15
15 January
January2009,
2009, the
the BMA
BMApublished
published its
its Business
Plan for 2009.
2009. This year, the
the BMA
BMA will:
will:
the finanfinancontinue to
to focus
focus on the management of the
•• continue
cial
crisis (in
(in the
the same
same manner
manner as
asin
in2008,
2008, using
using soft
soft
cial crisis
tactics
tests and
tactics such
such as
as market surveys, stress tests
and on-

site reviews to
to identify
identify firms for close monitoring)
monitoring)
continue progress
progress towards
towards international
international mutual
recognition
recognition for
for Bermuda
Bermuda (with
(withaafocus
focuson
onEU
EU and
US
markets)
US markets)
implement new
new money
money laundering
laundering standards
standards
•• implement
(with aa focus
focus on
on on-site
on-site reviews
reviews and
and taking
taking
(with
enforcement action
action as necessary)
of operational
operational efficiency
efficiency
•• continue the improvement of
within
publishing service standards
within the
the market (by publishing
with
with regard to particular types of regulatory transactions
the market).
market).
actions rather
rather than
than generally
generally across
across the

••

The
BMAalso
also proposes
proposes to
to publish
publish guidance on the
The BMA
regulatory standards for
for Special
Special Purpose
Purpose Insurers
Insurers
and to start a longer term project to review parts of
the Insurance Act
Act 1978
1978 which
which require
require updating.
updating.
As the global
global financial
financial system
system continues
continues to
As
dislocate,
dislocate, the
the BMA is taking steps to prepare for the
next phase of the financial
financial crisis.
crisis.The
The Business Plan
for 2009
2009 is
is designed
designed to
to chart
chart aa course to ensure that
Bermuda
succeeds as
as aa leading
Bermuda succeeds
leading financial market
market
supported
leading risk-based
risk-based financial
financial regulator.
supported by
by a leading
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Investigating and
companies
for paying
bribesbribes
to win to
public
Investigating
andpunishing
punishing
companies
for paying
win public
business
is
an
increasing
priority
of
law
enforcement
agencies
around
the the
business is an increasing priority of law enforcement agencies around
world. There
that
thethe
insurance
industry
is immune
world.
Thereisisno
noreason
reasontotoexpect
expect
that
insurance
industry
is immune
from
corrupt
activities:
in
January
2009,
the
Financial
Services
Authority
from corrupt activities: in January 2009, the Financial Services Authority
fined
following
an an
investigation
into into
compliance
fined Aon
AonLimited
Limited£5.25
£5.25million
million
following
investigation
compliance
systems failures
causing
possible
breaches
of
anti-bribery
laws.
failures causing possible breaches of anti-bribery laws.
In the United
United States corruption investigations and
enforcement actions are at an
an all
all time high, and the
Aon and other
other cases suggest
suggest that
that the
the United
United Kingdom
authorities
intent on achieving similar
similar results.
results.
authoritiesare
are now intent
This will be given impetus
impetus ifif Parliament
Parliament accepts
accepts Law
Commission proposals
proposals to overhaul bribery
bribery laws.
This
This article outlines the US
US legislation, the
the Law
Law
Commission’s
Commission’s proposals
proposalsin
inthe
theUK,
UK, and
and the
the Aon
Aon case.

““ The
oror
something
The proposed
proposedbill,
bill,
something
akin
in in
late
akinto
toit,it,could
couldbebepassed
passed
late
2009
or
early
2010.”
2009 or early 2010.”

The United States:
States: the
theFCPA
FCPA
Foreign Corrupt
Corrupt Practices
Practices Act
criminalizes
The Foreign
Act (FCPA)
(FCPA) criminalizes
the corruption
corruption of
foreign public
public officials
of foreign
officialsto
to win
win or keep
business. Representatives of state-owned
state-owned companies
business.
public officials
officials under
could be public
under the Act.
The FCPA
FCPAalso
alsorequires
requirescompanies
companies whose
whose shares
are traded in the US to maintain books and records
and fairly
fairly reflect their transactions,
that accurately
accurately and
and to maintain
and
maintain an
an adequate
adequate system
system of internal
internal
controls.
accounting controls.
Infringement
of the FCPA
canlead
lead to
to civil
civil or
Infringement of
FCPA can
criminal penalties.
penalties. Individuals
Individualscan
can be jailed
jailed for up to
five years. Fines in
in criminal
criminal proceedings
five
proceedings can
can be up to
benefit sought
civil
twice the benefit
sought by paying the bribe, and civil
amount of
of the
the benefit
benefit
penalties can equal the gross amount
the defendant.
defendant.
gained by the
The
defences to
to prosecution
prosecution include
include the
the legality
legality
The defences
the written
written laws of the
of the payment in issue under the
country in
expenditure
country
in which
which itit is
is made. Reasonable
Reasonable expenditure
product or to perform a
incurred to demonstrate
demonstrate aa product
obligation is also permitted.
permitted.
contractual obligation
Application
Broad Application
The Act
Actapplies
appliesto
tocorrupt
corruptactivities
activities within
within or outside
outside
The
the US,
and companies
companies are
areliable
liable for
for the
the activities
activities of
US, and
their officers,
officers, directors,
directors, employees
employees or
or agents.
agents. The
The

to foreign
foreign individuals
individuals or companies
Act also extends to
part of a scheme
scheme to
to bribe
bribe
who take
take steps
steps in
in the
the US
US as part
a foreign
foreign public official.
official. This
This could
could include
include the
the use of
US, wire
wire transfers
transfers through
through the
a bank account in the US,
US or
or lesser
lesser links
links such as
as travel
travel or communications
US
through the
through
the US.
The accounting
accounting provisions
provisions apply both to issuers
The
securities, and
and to their domestic and foreign
of US
US securities,
subsidiaries. That
companies in which an
subsidiaries.
That may include companies
only aaminority
minority interest.
interest.
issuer has only
UKposition:
position: Proposed
Proposed Reform
Reformof
ofAnti-bribery
Anti-bribery
The UK
Laws
law of
of bribery
bribery in England and Wales
Wales is
is outdated
outdated
The law
and uncertain.
and
uncertain. On
On 30 November
November 2008, the
the Law
Law
Commission
Commissionpublished
publishedaa detailed
detailed review
review of
of the
existing
intended
existing law,
law, and
and proposed
proposed aa draft
draft bill intended
“to make
make the
the law
law of
of bribery
bribery simpler
simpler and
and more
more
appropriate to modern times and consistent
appropriate
consistent with
international obligations”.
obligations”. The
our international
The proposed
proposed bill,
or something
something akin
could be
be passed
passed in late
late
akin to
to it, could
2009 or early 2010.
2010. ItIt proposes the following broad
2009
offences:
requesting or receiving a bribe
bribe
•• requesting
offering or giving a bribe
bribe
•• offering
bribery of a foreign
foreign public
public official
official
•• bribery
corporate
of
negligently
•
a
corporate
offence
of
negligently
failing to prevent
•
bribery.

The
proposed bill
bill does
The proposed
does not
not distinguish
distinguish between
between
bribery
bribery in
in the
the public
public and
and private
private sectors,
sectors, save
save for the
specific
bribery of aaforeign
foreignpublic
publicofficial.
official.
specific offence of bribery
That
offence would
would be
be committed
committed if the defendant
That offence
defendant
offers
bribewith
with the
theintention
intention of
of influencing
influencing
offers or pays aabribe
a foreign public
public official
official in his or her official
official capacity
to obtain
obtain or
or retain
retain business,
business, or
or an
an advantage
advantage in
business.
business. Again,
Again, representatives
representatives of state-owned
state-owned
companies
could be
be foreign
foreign public
public officials under
companies could
under
the proposals.
proposals. ItIt would
would be
be aa defence
defence to show that
the payments
were ‘legitimately
‘legitimately due’,
due’, or
or that the
payments were
defendant
reasonablybelieved
believedthat
that this
this was
defendant reasonably
was the
position.
The corporate
corporate offence
offence of
of failure
failure to
to prevent
prevent bribery
bribery
is perhaps
perhaps the most
most significant
significant proposed
proposed change.
change.
It would
and limited
limited liability
would apply
apply to
to companies
companies and
partnerships
whose registered
registered office
office is
is located
partnerships whose
located in
England and Wales. The
Theoffence
offencewould
would be
becommitted
committed
if:
Continued on page 6
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(Continued
(Continued from
from Page 4)

Various UK
UK and
and US
US EAPD
EAPD
•• Various
partners
attended the
partners attended
the 2009
2009 ProPro-

fessional Liability Underwriting
Society
Society International
International ConferConference in New
New York
York on 24-26
24-26
ence
February.
February.
•• Scott
ScottCasher
Casher (Stamford),
(Stamford), John
John
McCarrick (New
(New York)
York) and
and
Mark Meyer
Meyer (London)
(London) spoke
spoke
at an
an EAPD-hosted
EAPD-hosted seminar
seminar
entitled
entitled “Directors
“Directors and
and Officers
Liability:
Liability: An
An International
International PerPerspective”
spective” at
at EAPD’s
EAPD’s New
New York
York
office
2009.
office on 27 February 2009.
•• Antony
Antony Woodhouse
Woodhouse (London)
(London)
attended
attended and Craig
Craig Stewart
Stewart
(Boston) moderated
moderated a panel on
“Settling
“SettlingComplex
Complex Claims While
Avoiding Bad Faith
Faith Liability
Liability to
Everyone”
17th
Everyone” at
at the
the ABA-TIPS
ABA-TIPS 17th
Annual
Annual Insurance
Insurance Coverage
Coverage
Litigation
Litigation Committee
Committee Mid-Year
Mid-Year
Program
at the
theMillennium
Millennium BiltProgram at
more Hotel in Los
Los Angeles
Angeles on
26-28
2009.
26-28 February 2009.

For further
any of
of
For
further details
details on
on any
these past events please contact
Kalai Raj at
at KRaj@eapdlaw.com.
KRaj@eapdlaw.com.
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••

any person performing
performing services
services for
for or on behalf of

a company
company or
or partnership
partnership paid a bribe (whether
an employee, agent or
or subsidiary)
subsidiary)
the
was
•
bribe
in
connection
with the defendant’s
•
business
any person
person with responsibility
responsibility for
for preventing
preventing
•• any
bribery negligently failed
failed to
to prevent
prevent the payment
of the bribe.
bribe.
would be
be aadefence
defence to
to show
show that
thatadequate
adequate
It would

procedures had
been implemented
implemented intended
procedures
had been
intended to
prevent bribery
person paying
paying the bribe,
bribe,
prevent
bribery by
by the person

Who’s
of of
Who’sWho
Who

unless the act complained of is that of a director or
other senior company representative.
representative.
It is proposed that criminalisation will extend to
bribes
British citizens,
residents
bribes paid
paid overseas by British
citizens, UK residents
and companies
companies or
or partnerships
partnerships incorporated in the
United
even where
where no
no steps
steps in relation
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, even
to the bribes are taken in the UK.
UK. Individuals found
guilty of
of an
an offence
offence would
would face
face a maximum
maximum of ten
years imprisonment
imprisonment or a fine, or both.
both. The maximum
penalty
would be
be an
anunlimited
unlimited fine.
fine.
penalty for
for a company would

Insurance
&&
Insurance

The
Aon Case
Case
The Aon

The
TheInternational
International

Reinsurance
Reinsurance
Lawyers
Lawyers(2008)
(2008)
EAPD are
be
EAPD
are delighted
delighted to
to be

represented in this esteemed
esteemed
directory
directory of the world’s leading
insurance and
and reinsurance
reinsurance
insurance
lawyers.
EAPD partner
partner Vincent
Vincent
EAPD
Vitkowsky
Vitkowsky (Boston)
(Boston) and David
Kendall (London) are listed as
being
being ‘Most highly
highly regarded
regarded
individuals’
individuals’ in this publication,
and EAPD
partners Alan Levin
EAPD partners
(Hartford),
(Hartford), Nick
Nick Pearson
Pearson (New
York)
York) and John
John Rosenquest
Rosenquest
(Hartford)
are also
also identified
(Hartford) are
as
as having
having leading
leading practices.
practices.
To quote
quote directly
directly from
from the
the
To
commentary,
is noted
noted as
commentary, EAPD
EAPD is
having “great
“great lawyers on either
side of the
the Atlantic”.
Atlantic”.
This publication
This
publication isis the
the fruit
months of
of independent
independent
of months

research on the part of Who’s
Who Legal,
Legal, whose
whose researchers
researchers
and editorial
editorial team extensively
extensively
canvass and
and subsequently
subsequently
canvass
analyse the
analyse
the opinions
opinions of law
clients and
and insurance
insurance
firm clients
and reinsurance lawyers
lawyers from
around the world.
world.

On
January2009,
2009, Aon Limited was
was fined £5.25
On 66 January
million
Services Authority
Authority for
for failing
failing
million by
by the Financial Services
to take reasonable care
care to
to establish and maintain
effective systems
systems and
controls for
for countering
countering
effective
and controls
of bribery
bribery and
and corruption
corruption by
by overseas
overseas
the risks of
third
in aa way
way that
that assisted
assisted itit to win
third parties
parties (OTPs)
(OTPs) in
reinsurance
business. That
That failure
failure was a breach
reinsurance business.
breach
of Principle 33 of
of the
theFSA’s
FSA’s Principles for Business
Business
which state
state that “[a]
“[a] firm
firmmust
musttake
takereasonable
reasonable
which
care to
to organise
organise and
and control
control its affairs responsively
and
and effectively,
effectively, with
with adequate
adequate risk
risk management
management
systems”.
Aon’s energy and aviation
aviation business
businessused
usedOTPs
OTPs to
win business in overseas jurisdictions.
jurisdictions. For
For example,
payments
were made
made to co-brokers
payments were
co-brokers who assisted
assisted
in the
the placement
placement of
of insurance
insurance or
or reinsurance,
reinsurance, or
to consultants helping
helping to introduce clients or who
provided market information.
information.
Some of
of the
the customers
customers were
werestate
stateowned
ownedentities,
entities,
whole or
or part,
part, ororotherwise
otherwisehad
hadgovernment
government
in whole
connections. This
This created
created aa significant
significant risk
connections.
risk that
payments made by
by Aon
Aon to
to third
third parties
parties dealing with
those customers would be used for bribes, or other
inappropriate purposes, in particular in certain high
risk jurisdictions
jurisdictions in
in which
which Aon undertook business.
Between
2005 and 30
Between 14 January
January 2005
30 September
September
2007, Aon
Aon made
made 66 ‘potentially
‘potentially inappropriate’
inappropriate’
2007,
payments
OTPs, totalling
totalling about US$2.5 million
million and
payments to OTPs,
Euros
3.4 million.
million. The
identified the following
Euros 3.4
The FSA
FSA identified
failings
and controls:
controls:
failings in
in Aon’s systems and
due diligence
diligence when
when entering
entering into
into relation•• weak due
ships
before payments
payments were made
ships with
withOTPs,
OTPs, or before
did not take into
into account
account the
the potential
potential risks
•• Aon did
in the countries in which
which itit operated,
operated, particularly
particularly
where
dealings with
with clients with
where itit had regular
regular dealings
political
political or
or state connections

failed routinely
Aon failed
routinely to review
review and
and monitor
monitor its
•• Aon

relationships
respect of
of bribery
bribery risks
risks
relationshipswith
withOTPs
OTPs in respect
Aon did not provide staff
with
staff dealing
dealing with
withOTPs
OTPs with
sufficient
sufficientguidance
guidance or training
training on the bribery and
corruption
corruption risks
risks involved
involved in
in such dealings
of compliance
compliance monitoring
monitoring
•• the absence of
oversight
committees
were
not provided
•
oversight
committees
were
not
provided with
•
relevant management
management information,
information, nor did they
routinely
bribery and corruption
corruption
routinely assess whether bribery
risks
managed effectively.
effectively.
risks were being managed

••

In assessing
assessing the
the level
level of
ofthe
thefine,
fine, mitigating
mitigating factors
were
taken into account:
were taken
account: suspicious payments
payments in
Bahrain
and Indonesia
Indonesia were
were reported
reported promptly to
Bahrain and
the authorities; Aon
Aon appointed
appointed external
external advisers
advisers
to conduct a thorough review
review of its
its systems
systems and
and
controls
controls in relation
relation to
to payments
payments to
toOTPs;
OTPs; those
those
external
advisers were
were also
also asked
asked to conduct
external advisers
conduct a
robust review
review to identify
identify suspicious
suspicious payments;
payments;
robust
lawyers were
carry out
out detailed
detailed
lawyers
were instructed
instructed to
to carry
investigations into
the suspicious
suspicious payments;
payments;
investigations
into the
disciplinary
staff involved
disciplinary action
action was
was taken against staff
the making
making of
of the
thesuspicious
suspicious payments.
payments. The
The
in the
FSA
recognisedthat
that in
in taking these steps Aon had
FSA recognised
incurred considerable costs.
Further, Aon
introduced new
new and
and enhanced
enhanced
Further,
Aon introduced
systems and
combat bribery
bribery and
and
systems
and controls
controls to
to combat
corruption
corruption -–these
thesemeasures
measures included
included a global anticorruption policy,
policy, robust
robust risk-based
risk-based procedures
procedures to
review existing
existing and
and future
future third
third party
party relationships,
relationships,
and enhanced
did not conclude
enhanced training. The
The FSA
FSA did
conclude
that the
the failures
failures were
were deliberate
deliberate or
or reckless,
reckless,
that
otherwise
otherwise the fine would
would have
have been significantly
higher. Aon
Aon also
also received
received a 30% discount for early
settlement.
However,
the fine
fine remained
remained substantial,
substantial, both in
However, the
itself
itself and
and compared
compared to the profit
profit that
thatAon
Aon made
made as
a result of the suspicious
transactions. The
suspicious transactions.
TheFSA
FSA
has
said that the fine was
has said
was intended
intended to provide
provide a
“clear
UKfinancial
financial services
services industry
industry
“clear message
message to the UK
that itit isiscompletely
completely unacceptable
unacceptable for
to
that
for firms
firms to
conduct business overseas
overseas without
without having in place
appropriate
appropriate anti-bribery
anti-briberyand
and corruption
corruptionsystems
systems and
controls”.
Conclusion
Enhanced
scrutiny and
and investigation
investigation of
of publicly
Enhanced scrutiny
publicly
awarded
means that
that evidence
awarded contracts means
evidence of bribery
and other
other corrupt
corrupt practices
practices will
will increasingly
increasingly be
be
and
uncovered. Those caught
caught paying bribes are at risk of
very substantial
substantial fines, imprisonment for
for individuals,
individuals,
payment of the profits made
made on contracts obtained
by corruption,
corruption, debarment
debarment from
from public
public contracts
contracts
by
and potential
potential law-suits
law-suits from
from competitors
competitors and
and
and
shareholders.
Robust
and effective
effective anti-corruption
anti-corruption and antiRobust and
bribery policies,
in effect,
effect,
policies, systems
systems and controls are, in
a requirement of the proposed
proposed UK
UKbribery
briberylegislation.
legislation.
Vigorous enforcement
enforcementof
ofthe
theUS
USFCPA
FCPA already make
this
companytrading
tradinginternationally.
internationally.
this essential
essential for any company
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reinsurance transaction
transaction often
A reinsurance
ofteninvolves
involvesmany
manyindividuals
individualsororentities
entitieswho
whoare
are
not
parties
to
the
reinsurance
contract
itself.
Brokers,
intermediaries,
managing
not parties to the reinsurance contract itself. Brokers, intermediaries, managing
general agents
agents or
orunderwriters,
underwriters, third-party
third-party administrators
administrators and
former employees
employees
general
and former
of parties
have
often
played
vital
roles
in
the
transactions
in
dispute,
and and
parties have often played vital roles in the transactions in dispute,
pertinent information
pertinent
informationconcerning
concerning those
those transactions
transactions is
is often
often in
in their possession
and
control.
Therefore,
parties
to
reinsurance
arbitrations
often
discovery
and control. Therefore, parties to reinsurance arbitrations often seek
seek discovery
hearing
in in
a matter.
Many
times,
nonfrom non-parties
non-partiesprior
priortotothe
theultimate
ultimate
hearing
a matter.
Many
times,
nonparties
are
willing
to
produce
documents
or
provide
testimony
without
conflict,
parties
documents or provide testimony without conflict,
due to their business
business interests.
interests. However,
However, when the non-party
non-party from
from whom
whompreprehearing
discovery
is
sought
refuses
to
comply,
issues
arise
as
to
the
power
of
the
hearing discovery is sought refuses to comply, issues arise as to the power of the
arbitrators to
Arbitration Act
arbitrators
to compel
compel such
such discovery
discovery under
under the
the Federal Arbitration
Act (“FAA”).
Non-Party Discovery
Non-Party
Discovery under
underthe
theFAA
FAA
Section 7 of the FAA
FAAempowers
empowersarbitrators
arbitrators to compel
compel
Section
certain
provides, among other
certain forms
forms of discovery. It provides,
things,
things, that
that “arbitrators...
“arbitrators...or
oraa majority
majorityof
of them,
them, may
summon in writing
writing any person to attend
attend before them

or any of them as a witness and in proper case to
bring with
with him
him or them any book, record, document
or paper which may be deemed
deemed material
material as evidence
in this
this case.”1
case.”1 While
While this language
language is clear
clear with
respect to an
an arbitrator’s
arbitrator’s authority
authority to
to require
require nonparties to appear
appear and
and produce
produce documents
documents at an
an
arbitration hearing,
hearing, itit does
does not
not address
address whether
whether
such power extends to pre-hearing discovery. Thus,
courts
courts have
have struggled
struggled to balance
balance the
the discovery
discovery
powers available to arbitrators
arbitrators under
under the
the FAA
FAA with
one of the
the goals
goals of
of arbitration
arbitration - avoiding the burden,
expenses, harassment,
efficiency
expenses,
harassment,and
and lack
lack of efficiency
commonly associated with
with discovery in
in litigation.
litigation.22
Pre-Hearing Depositions
Depositions of Non-Parties
Recent
case law
law illustrates
illustrates judicial resistance
Recent case
resistance
towards permitting
arbitrators to compel
compel nonnontowards
permitting arbitrators
parties to attend depositions prior to the ultimate
hearing. 33Nonetheless,
Nonetheless,aajurisdictional
jurisdictional split
split remains
on this issue.
Federal district
the Seventh
Seventh and
and
Federal
district courts
courts in the
Eleventh
Circuits have
have held
held that
that an
an arbitrator has
Eleventh Circuits
the authority
authority to compel non-party
non-party depositions prior
to the arbitration.4
arbitration. 4For
For example,
example, in
inStanton
Stanton v.
v. Paine
Webber
Jackson&&Curtis,
Curtis,the
the Southern
Southern District
District of
Webber Jackson
Florida
Florida held that Section
Section 77 of
ofthe
theFAA
FAA empowers
empowers
arbitrators to
to compel
compel pre-hearing
pre-hearing discovery,
discovery,
arbitrators
including
non-parties to appear
including the
the power to compel non-parties
for depositions
depositions prior to
to the
thehearing.5
hearing.5 Similarly,
Similarly,
several
decisions originating
originating from
from the Northern
several decisions
Northern
District of Illinois
Illinois have
have held that
that an
an arbitration
arbitration
District
panel has the authority to
to order
order pre-hearing
pre-hearing nonparty depositions,6
depositions, 6 although aa recent
recent decision by
that
that court
court held
held the
the contrary.
contrary. See
See Matria Healthcare,
LLC,
et al.
al. v.
v. Duthie, et al.,
LLC, et
al., No.
No. 08-C-5090
08-C-5090 (N.D.
(N.D.
Ill. Oct.
Oct. 6,
6, 2008).
2008). In
In Matria
Matria Healthcare,
Healthcare, the court

rejected the Northern
Northern District of Illinois’s decision
in Amgen
Inc. and
and held
held that
that “[b]y
“[b]y its own
Amgen Inc.
own terms,
terms,
the [FAA’s]
subpoenaauthority
authority is
is defined
defined as the
[FAA’s] subpoena
power to compel non-parties
non-parties to appear before them;
that is, to
to compel
compel testimony by non-parties at the
arbitration hearing.
hearing. A deposition simply does not
fall within
within those terms.”
courts have reached the same conclusion
conclusion
Other courts
as the
the Northern
Northern District
Illinois in
in Matria
Matria
as
District of
of Illinois
Healthcare.
Federaldistrict
district courts in the
Healthcare. Federal
the Second,
Second,
Fourth,
Fourth, Fifth, and
and Eighth
Eighth Circuits
Circuits have
have rejected
rejected
the notion that
that Section
Section 77 ofofthe
theFAA
FAA empowers
empowers
arbitrators
depositions of nonarbitrators to
to order pre-hearing depositions
parties. 77 In Atmel
Atmel Corp.,
Corp., the
the Southern
Southern District
District of
New York
Yorkheld
heldthat
that“the
“the weight
weight of
ofjudicial
judicial authority
authority
New
Arbitration Act, 9
favors the view that the Federal
Federal Arbitration
U.S.C. §§ 7,
7, does
doesnot
not authorize
authorize arbitrators
arbitrators to issue
U.S.C.
discovery depositions
depositions against third
subpoenas for discovery
parties.” 88
parties.”
Moreover, the Second, Third and Fourth Circuits
have
found, at
at least
least implicitly,
implicitly, that an arbitration
have found,
panel lacked
lacked the authority to order non-parties to
appear
appear for pre-hearing depositions.9
depositions.9 Indeed,
Indeed, the
Third Circuit
Circuit stated
in
Hay
E.B.S.Acquisition
Acquisition
stated in Hay Group
Group v. E.B.S.
that, pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the“unambiguous”
“unambiguous” language
Corp. that,
of Section 7 of the
the FAA,
FAA, an arbitrator’s subpoena
subpoena
is limited
limited to “situations
“situations in
power is
in which a non-party
has been called to appear in the physical presence
of the arbitrator
arbitrator and
and to
to hand
hand over
over the
the documents
documents
at that
that time.”10
time.”10 Recently, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the
the Second
Second Circuit characterized
characterized Hay
Hay Group as
the “emerging
“emerging rule,”
rule,” finding
finding that
that “the arbitrator’s
subpoena authority
does not
not include
include
authorityunder
underFAA
FAA § 7 does
the authority
authority to
to subpoena
subpoena non-parties
non-parties or
the
or third
parties for pre-hearing
pre-hearing discovery even if a special
need
or hardship
hardship is
need or
is shown.”11
shown.”11
Thus, while the majority of case law favors the
view that
arbitrators do not
not have
have the
the authority
authority
view
that arbitrators
to order
order pre-hearing
pre-hearing depositions
depositions of non-parties,
non-parties,
several federal
the
several
federal district
district courts
courts have
have held
held to the
contrary.
Continued on page 8
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EAPD
EAPD appointed
appointed
to
the
Committee
to the Committee
on
onthe
theJudicial
Judicial
Performance
Performance
Evaluation
EvaluationProgram
Program
Michael Thompson
Thompson (Stamford)
(Stamford)
has been appointed
appointed as
as a member
of the Committee on the Judicial
Performance Evaluation
Evaluation Program
by
by Chase
Chase T.
T. Rogers, Chief Justice
theConnecticut
Connecticut Supreme
Supreme
of the
Court.
The
Committee has
has been
been
The Committee
formed
formed to examine the existing
judicial evaluation
evaluation program
program
judicial
for Connecticut
judges and
and to
Connecticut judges
explore ways
enhance its
explore
ways to
to enhance
effectiveness
and to ensure
effectiveness and
ensure its
continued integrity.
Michael currently
Michael
currently serves
serves as
as
Chairperson
Chairperson of the Connecticut
Connecticut
Judicial Selection Commission.
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Pre-Hearing Document Production
Production
Arbitrators
greater latitude
latitude with respect
Arbitrators have greater
to ordering pre-hearing non-party document
production.
majority of
of jurisdictions
jurisdictions that
production. The
The majority
that have
have
addressed
permit arbitrators to compel
addressed the issue permit
non-party
the hearing.
hearing.
non-party document
documentdiscovery
discovery prior
prior to
to the
The
Sixth and Eighth Circuits, as well as
The Sixth
federal
federal district courts in
in the
the Fifth,
Fifth, Seventh
Seventh
and Eleventh Circuits,
Circuits, have held
held that
that the
theFAA
FAA
empowers
empowers arbitrators to compel
compel pre-hearing
pre-hearing
document
document discovery
discovery from
from non-parties.12
non-parties.12
By
contrast,
the
Second
Third Circuits,
Circuits, as
as
By contrast, the Second and
and Third
well
federal district
district court
well as a federal
court in
in the
the First Circuit,
have held that
that Section
Section 77 of
of the
the FAA
FAA does not
provide arbitrators
arbitrators with
authority to compel
with the authority
pre-hearing
document discovery
discovery from
from non-parties
non-parties
pre-hearing document
to
the arbitration
arbitration proceeding.13
example, in
in
to the
proceeding.13 For
For example,
Life Receivables
Receivables Trust,
Trust, the
the Second
Second Circuit
Circuit held
held
that an arbitrator lacks authority
authority under
under Section
to compel
compel pre-hearing
pre-hearing document
7 of the FAA
FAA to
discovery
from non-parties,
non-parties, essentially
essentially
discovery from
overruling prior decisions
by federal
federal district
district
overruling
decisions by
courts in
courts
in that
that circuit
circuit that
thatheld
heldthe
thecontrary.14
contrary.14
Similarly,
Corp., the
the Fourth
Similarly, in
in COMSAT
COMSAT Corp.,
Fourth
that an
anarbitrator
arbitrator lacks
lacks the
theauthority
authority
Circuit held that
“absent a
to compel
compel pre-hearing
pre-hearing discovery
discovery “absent
15
showing of
hardship.”15
showing
of special
special need
need or
or hardship.”
Moving forward,
forward, it is likely
likely that
that courts will
will
continue to determine this issue
issue on
on aa casecaseby-case
basis, guided where
by-case basis,
where applicable by
controlling
controlling appellate
appellate precedent.
precedent. Nonetheless,
itit remains clear that courts are more willing
willing to
permit
permit non-party
non-party document
document discovery prior to
the hearing than they are
are depositions.
depositions.
U.S.C. §§77(West
(West2008).
2008).
1 9 U.S.C.
2 Graydon
2
Graydon S.
S. Staring,
Staring, Law
Law of
of Reinsurance,
Reinsurance,

1

(1998).

§22.2

3 See,
See, e.g.,
e.g.,Life
LifeReceivables
Receivables Trust
Trust v. Syndicate 102 at
Lloyd’s of London, No. 07-cv-1197 (2d Cir.Nov.
Cir.Nov. 25,
2008);
E.B.S. Acquisition
Acquisition Group, 360
360
2008); Hay
Hay Group v. E.B.S.

F.3d
404, 407 (2d
F.3d 404,
(2d Cir.
Cir. 2004);
2004); Matria
Matria Healthcare,
Healthcare,
LLC,
et al.
al. v.
v. Duthie,
Duthie, et
et al.,
al., No.
No. 08-C-5090
08-C-5090 (N.D. Ill.
LLC, et
Oct. 6,
6, 2008);
2008);Atmel
AtmelCorp.
Corp.v.v.LM
LMEricsson
Ericsson Telefon,
Telefon,
371
402 (S.D.N.Y.
2005); Odfjell
371 F.
F. Supp. 2d 402
(S.D.N.Y. 2005);
OdfjellASA
ASA v.
v.
Celanese
AG, 328
328 F.
F.Supp.
Supp.2d
2d505
505 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y.2004);
2004); In
In
Celanese AG,
re
Arbitration Between
Industries, Inc.
Inc.
re Arbitration
Between Hawaiian
Hawaiian Elec.
Elec. Industries,
and
PowerCorp.,
Corp.,No.
No.M-82,
M-82,2004
2004 WL
WL1542254,
1542254,
and HEI
HEI Power
(S.D.N.Y.
July9,9,2004);
2004); In
Inre
reArbitration
Arbitration Between
Between The
(S.D.N.Y. July
The
Procter and Gamble Co.
Co. and
and Allianz
Allianz Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 2003
2003
U.S.
Dist. LEXIS
LEXIS26025,
26025, at
at *5
*5 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y.Dec.
Dec.3,
3,2003).
U.S. Dist.
2003). Inc.
4
4 Amgen
Amgen
Inc. v.
v. Kidney
Kidney Center
Center of Del. County, Ltd.,
879
Supp.878,
878, 879-80
879-80 (N.D. Ill.
Ill. 1995);
1995); Stanton
879 F.
F. Supp.
v. Paine
Jackson&& Curtis,
Curtis, Inc., 685
Paine Webber
Webber Jackson
685 F.
F.
Supp. 1241, 1242-43
1242-43 (S.D.
1988).
(S.D. Fla. 1988).
5 Stanton,
at 1242-43.
1242-43.
5
Stanton,685
685F.
F. Supp. at
6 In
In rereArbitration
ArbitrationBetween
BetweenScandinavian
Scandinavian
6
Reinsurance
Ltd. and Continental
Continental Cas.
Reinsurance Co.
Co. Ltd.
Cas. Co.,
Co., No.
04-C-7020 (N.D. Ill.
Ill. Dec. 10,
10, 2004);
2004); Amgen, Inc.,
879
Supp.at
at879-80.
879-80.
879 F.
F. Supp.
7 Atmel
Supp. 2d 402; Odfjell
7
Atmel Corp.,
Corp., 371 F.
F. Supp.
Odfjell ASA,
ASA,
328
Supp. 2d
2dat
at505;
505; In
In re
reArbitration
Arbitration Between
328 F.
F. Supp.
Hawaiian
Hawaiian Elec.
Elec. Industries, Inc.
Inc. and
and HEI
HEI Power
Power
Corp., No. M-82;
M-82; Gresham v. Norris,
Norris, 304
304 F.
F. Supp.
2d 795,
795, 797
Va.2004);
2004); SchlumbergerSema,
797 (E.D. Va.
Inc.
XcelEnergy,
Energy,Inc.,
Inc., No.
No. Civ.
Civ.02-4304PAMJSM,
02-4304PAMJSM,
Inc. v.
v. Xcel
2004 WL
9, 2004); In re
WL 67647 (D. Minn. Jan.
Jan. 9,

Power to
to Compel
Compel Witness
Witness Testimony
Testimony
The Power
Arbitrator prior
before an Arbitrator
prior to
to the
the Final
Final Hearing
on the Merits
Merits

As
As noted,
noted, Section
Section 7 of
of the
theFAA
FAA authorizes
authorizes
arbitrators to “summon in writing any person”
to appear
“before them
them or
or any
appear “before
any of them as a
witness” and bring
witness”
bring documents
documents that may
may be
relevant to
Citingthis
thisprovision,
provision, aafew
relevant
to the
the case.16
case.16 Citing
few
recent cases
cases have
have recognized
recognized that
that arbitrators
have the
the authority
authority to compel
have
compel a non-party
non-party to
testimonial evidence
provide documentary and testimonial
before them
before
them prior
prior to
to the
the ultimate
ultimatehearing.17
hearing.17
In Stolt-Nielsen
Stolt-Nielsen SA
SA v.
v. Celanese
Celanese AG,
AG, the
Second
Circuit examined
examined whether
whether Section 7
Second Circuit
authorizes arbitrators to summon
summon non-party
witnesses to
give testimony
testimony and
and provide
provide
witnesses
to give
evidence
at a pre-merits hearing
evidence at
hearing before an
arbitration
The non-parties
non-parties objected
arbitrationpanel.18
panel.18 The
to the subpoenas on the grounds
grounds that
that Section
7 does not
not provide
provide arbitrators
arbitrators with
with the power
to summon
non-parties for
for the purpose
summon non-parties
purpose of
compelling
testimonial and
and documentary
documentary
compelling testimonial
evidence
ultimate hearing.19
evidence in
in advance
advance of the ultimate
hearing.19
The
Second Circuit
Circuit held
held that
that based
based on the
The Second
above language of Section
Section 7,
7, arbitrators
arbitrators have
the authority
authority to
to require non-parties
non-parties to
to appear
before them
them with documents
documents and
and provide
provide
before
testimony on relevant issues prior
prior to the
the final
final
hearing.
This case
case was
was recently
recently cited
cited with
hearing. This
approval
approval by
by the
the Second
Second Circuit,
Circuit, as
as well
well as
as by
by a
federal district
districtcourt
courtin
inConnecticut.20
Connecticut.20
Moreover, Section 7 of the FAA
states that
FAA states
an arbitral subpoena
“shall be served
subpoena “shall
served in the
same
manner as
as subpoenas
same manner
subpoenas to appear
appear and
and
Meridian Bulk Carriers, Ltd., No.
No. 03-2011,
03-2011, 2003
2003
WL
23181011, at **1-2
17, 2003);
2003); In
WL 23181011,
**1-2(E.D.
(E.D. La. July 17,
re Arbitration
Arbitration Between
Between The
The Procter
Procter and
and Gamble
Gamble
Co.
and Allianz Ins. Co.,
Co. and
Co., 2003
2003 U.S.
U.S. Dist.
Dist.LEXIS
LEXIS
26025,
26025,at
at *5;
*5;Integrity
IntegrityIns.
Ins.Co.
Co.v.
v. Amer. Centennial
Ins.
Supp. 69,
69, 71 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y.1995).
1995).
Ins. Co.,
Co., 885 F.
F. Supp.
8 Atmel
at 403.
403.
AtmelCorp.,
Corp.,371
371F.
F. Supp. 2d at
9 Life
07-cv-1197, at
LifeReceivables
Receivables Trust, No. 07-cv-1197,
at 10;
10; Hay
Group,
Corp. v.
v.National
National
Group, 360
360F.3d
F.3d at
at 407;
407;COMSAT
COMSAT Corp.
Science Foundation,
Foundation, 190
190 F.3d
F.3d269,
269, 276,
276, 278
278 (4th
(4th
Science
Cir. 1999).
1999).
10
360 F.3d at
at 407.
407.
10 360
11
SeeLife
LifeReceivables
ReceivablesTrust,
Trust,No.
No.07-cv-1197,
07-cv-1197, at 10.
11 See
12See,
See,e.g.,
e.g.,In
In re
re Sec.
Sec. Life
Life Insur.
Insur. Co.
Co. of
of Am.,
Am., 228
12
F.3d 865,
865, 870-71 (8th
F.3d
(8th Cir.
Cir. 2000);
2000); Am.
Am. Fed’n
Fed’n of
Television and
Television
andRadio
RadioArtists,
Artists,AFL-CIO
AFL-CIOv.v.WJBK-TV,
WJBK-TV,
1004, 1009 (6th
164 F.3d
F.3d 1004,
(6th Cir.
Cir. 1999);
1999); Festus
Festus &
Stacy Foundation
Foundation v.
v. Merrill
Merrill Lynch,
Helen Stacy
Lynch, Pierce,
Pierce,
Fenner &
& Smith
Smith Inc.,
Inc., 432 F.
F.Supp.
Supp.2d
2d1375,
1375, 1379
1379
Fenner
(N.D.
Ga. 2006); SchlumbergerSema,
(N.D. Ga.
SchlumbergerSema, Inc., No.
No.
Civ.
02-4304PAMJSM,2004
2004 WL
WL67647,
67647, at
at *2;
*2;
Civ. 02-4304PAMJSM,
In the Matter of Meridian
Meridian Bulk
Bulk Carriers, Ltd., No.
03-2011, 2003
2003 WL
WL 23181011, at **1-2;
**1-2; Amgen
Amgen
Supp. at
at 882-83;
882-83; Meadows
Inc., 879
879 F.
F. Supp.
Meadows Indem.
Indem. Co.
Co.
42, 44 (M.D. Tenn.
v. Nutmeg Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 157
157 F.R.D.
F.R.D. 42,
1994); Stanton,
at 1242.
1242.
1994);
Stanton, 685
685F.
F. Supp. at
13
See,e.g.,
e.g.,Life
LifeReceivables
ReceivablesTrust,
Trust,No.
No.07-cv-1197;
07-cv-1197;
13 See,
Hay Group,
Group, Inc.,
Inc., 360
360 F.3d
F.3dat
at408,
408, 410-11;
410-11; Liberty
Liberty
Mut.
v. White
White Mountains
Mountains Ins. Group Ltd.,
Mut. Ins.
Ins. Co. v.
No. 06-11901
06-11901 (D. Mass. Feb.
Feb.26,
26,2007),
2007), reported
reported
in Mealey’s
Mealey’s Litigation Reporter:
Reporter: Reinsurance,
Reinsurance,
Volume 17, Issue
Issue 22,
22, March
March 22,
22, 2007.
2007.

testify
testify before
before the
the court.”
court.”Thus,
Thus, the
the Second
Second and
Third Circuits, as well
well as
as aafederal
federaldistrict
district court
in the First Circuit, have
have held
held that
that the
the 100-mile
jurisdictional limits of
of Rule
Rule 45
45 of
of the
the Federal
Federal
Rules
Rules of Civil
Civil Procedure
Procedure (“FRCP”)
(“FRCP”) applies
the service
service and
and enforcement
enforcement of arbitral
arbitral
to the
subpoenas.21
Inthose
thosejurisdictions,
jurisdictions, an
an arbitral
arbitral
subpoenas.21 In
unless itit is served
subpoena may be quashed unless
on a non-party
non-party within 100 miles of the location
where the non-party resides,
where
resides, is employed
employed or
regularly transacts
regularly
transacts business
business in
in person.
person. However,
However,
the Stolt-Nielsen procedure may
may provide
provide parties
parties
and arbitrators
and
arbitrators with an
an end-run
end-run around
around the
jurisdictional limits
an arbitrator
arbitrator
jurisdictional
limitsofofFRCP
FRCP 45, as an
could simply decide
decide to
to“sit”
“sit” in a location
location within
within
district, or within
the judicial district,
within 100
100 miles, of the
non-party
sought for the
non-party from
from whom
whom discovery
discovery is
is sought
sole
purpose of
obtaining discovery.22
sole purpose
of obtaining
discovery.22

Conclusion
Non-parties
Non-parties to the
the reinsurance
reinsurance agreement
agreement
are often
unique position
position to
to provide
provide
are
often in aa unique
important information
information to
cedents and
and
important
to cedents
reinsurers
engaged in arbitration.
reinsurers engaged
arbitration. However,
However,
except in the rare circumstance when a nonparty has a contractual obligation to provide
pre-hearing
discovery, parties
parties to
to arbitration
pre-hearing discovery,
may not
not be able
able to
to obtain
obtain it. Given the current
state of uncertainty
uncertainty on this issue,
issue, entities
entities
state
and individuals
individuals involved
involved in
in aareinsurance
reinsurance
and
transaction
transaction should
should be
be aware
aware of the law in the
applicable jurisdiction
jurisdiction when
when deciding whether
to seek or oppose non-party discovery
discovery in a
related arbitration.
arbitration.
14
LifeReceivables
ReceivablesTrust,
Trust,No.
No.07-cv-1197,
07-cv-1197, at
at 8-10.
8-10.
14 Life
15
COMSATCorp.,
Corp.,190
190F.3d
F.3datat275-76,
275-76, 278.
278.
15 COMSAT

16
9 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §
§ 7.
16 9
7.
17
LifeReceivables
ReceivablesTrust,
Trust,No.
No.07-cv-1197,
07-cv-1197, at
at 13-14;
13-14;
17 Life

Stolt-Nielsen SA
AG, 430
430 F.3d 567,
SA v. Celanese
Celanese AG,

578-79 (2d
(2d Cir.
Cir. 2005);
2005); Hay
Hay Group,
Group, Inc.,
Inc., 360
578-79

F.3d
at 410-11; Guyden
v. Aetna,
Aetna, Inc., 2006
2006 WL
F.3d at
Guyden v.
WL
2772695,
Sept. 25,
25, 2006).
2006).
2772695, at
at *7
*7 (D.
(D. Conn., Sept.
18
Stolt-Nielsen, 430 F.3d
F.3d at
at 578-79.
578-79.
18 Stolt-Nielsen,
19
Id. at
at 577.
577.
19 Id.
20
LifeReceivables
ReceivablesTrust,
Trust,No.
No.07-cv-1197,
07-cv-1197, at
at 13-14;
13-14;
20 Life
Guyden, 2006
2006 WL
2772695, at *7.
WL 2772695,
21
CompareDynegy
DynegyMidstream
Midstream Services,
Services, LP
LP v.
21 Compare
v.
Trammochem, 451
451 F.3d
F.3d89,
89, 94-95
94-95 (2d Cir.
Cir. 2006),
2006),
Trammochem,
Legion Ins.
Hancock Mut.
Mut. Life Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co. v. John Hancock
Ins. Co.
Co.
33 Fed. Appx.
Appx. 26,
26, 27-28
27-28 (3d
(3d Cir.
Cir. 2002)
2002) and
and Liberty
Liberty
Mut. Ins. Co., No. 06-11901 with
with Festus
Festus & Helen
Helen
Stacy Foundation,
Foundation, 432 F.Supp.2d at
at 1378.
1378.
22
Whilecourts
courts have
have yet
yet to specifically
22 While
specifically address
address
the precise
meaning of
of “sit,”
“sit,” there
precise meaning
there is
is arguably
arguably
precedent from
several federal
courts that
that
precedent
from several
federal courts
panel is
“sitting” in
inthe
thelocation
location where
where the
the
a panel
is “sitting”
underlying
arbitration is actually
underlying arbitration
actually taking
taking place.
place.
See
Gresham,304
304 F.F.Supp.
Supp.2d
2datat796
796(“[A]
(“[A]district
district
See Gresham,
court maintains jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
petition
over such aa petition
[to enforce
under 99 U.S.C.
7] if
enforce a subpoena
subpoena under
U.S.C. §§ 7]
the situs of the pending
pending arbitration
arbitration is
is within its
jurisdiction.”);
jurisdiction.”);Thompson
Thompson v.
v. Zavin,
Zavin, 607
607 F.
F. Supp.
780,
Cal. 1984)
1984) (noting
(noting that the only
780, 783
783 n.5
n.5 (D.C.
(D.C. Cal.
federal
federal court
court that
thathas
has the
the power
power to
to enforce
enforce or issue
a non-party
non-party subpoena
isthe
thedistrict
district
subpoena under
under the
the FAA
FAA is
court in which
which the
thearbitrators
arbitratorswere
were“sitting”).
“sitting”).
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Operations
Operations
Using European Companies to Restructure

Insurance
andand
Reinsurance
Review
we we
looked
at how
In the
thelast
lastissue
issueof of
Insurance
Reinsurance
Review
looked
at how
European legislation
is
tackling
cross-border
M&A
transactions
through
thethe
legislation is tackling cross-border M&A transactions through
Directive, the Acquisitions
Acquisitions Directive
Cross-Border Mergers Directive,
Directiveand
andthe
theTakeovers
Takeovers
Directive.
This
article
looks
at
an
alternative
model:
the
formation
of
a
Directive. This article looks at an alternative model: the formation
of a
of of
an an
insurer’s
European
European Company
Company to
to consolidate
consolidatethe
theregulation
regulation
insurer’s
European
businesses
jurisdiction, and
businesses in
in one
one European jurisdiction,
andthrough
throughititthe
thecapacity
capacitytotomove
move
regulation of
regulation
of its
itsoperations
operationsbetween
betweenEU
EUmember
memberstates.
states.
What
European Company?
Company?
What is
is aa European

A European Company,
Company, or Societas
Societas Europaea
Europaea (SE),
(SE),
is aa public
public limited
limitedcompany
company formed
formed under
under the
the
(Council Regulation
European
European Company
Company Statute
Statute (Council
Regulation
(EC)
No 2157/2001)
2157/2001) (the Regulation).
(EC) No
Regulation). The creation
wasintended
intended to
to give
give companies
companies operating
operating in
of SEs
SEs was
EU member
memberstate
state the
the option
option of being
more than one EU
established as
established
as aa single
single company
company under Community
law and so able to operate throughout the
the EU
EU with
one set of
one
of rules
rules and
and aa unified
unifiedmanagement
management and
and
reporting system.
reporting
system. ItIt was hoped that
that introducing
introducingSEs
SEs
would offer
businesses significant
significant savings
would
offer European businesses
administration and
in administration
and legal costs.
However, national
national laws
laws of
of the
the EU
EU member states
still apply
still
apply in
in all
all matters
matters that
thatare
are not
not covered
covered by the
Regulation, such
such as
as regulatory
Regulation,
regulatory supervision,
supervision, tax,
accounts and insolvency.
insolvency. This
This means
means an
an SE
SE needs
to comply with the domestic law of each
eachjurisdiction
jurisdiction
in which
which itit operates,
operates, thus
thus reducing
reducing the scope
scope for
entity has not
savings. As a result, the use of the SE
SE entity
been as successful
successful as
as originally
originally envisaged and fewer
than aa dozen
dozen SEs
had been
been registered
registered in
by the
the
than
SEs had
in the
the UK
UK by
2008 (although
end of 2008
(although at
at least
least two
two more
more have
have been
formed already
formed
already this
this year).
Nonetheless,
the potential advantages
Nonetheless, the
advantages an
an SE
SE
offers can still
still make it an attractive
attractive option.
offers
option. In
In the
the case
of insurers wishing to consolidate
consolidate their operations
operations
regulated in
in one
one jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, it
into one
one company
company regulated
is a realistic alternative
alternative to
to aa cross-border
cross-border insurance
insurance
business transfer. Moreover, depending on how the
transfer is effected,
effected, there
no transfer
transfer involved
involved
transfer
there may be no
company’s business
business to
to another
anotherentity
entity –- so no
of the company’s
court-approved insurance business transfer
transfer scheme
is required, although a court approval with aa much
much
limited procedure
still be required.
required.
more limited
procedure and
and cost may still
How Does
Company Become
How
Does aa Company
Become an
an SE?
SE?
An SE
SEcan
canbe
beset
setup
up in
in four
four ways:
ways:
An
merger of
of two
two or more
public limited
•
more existing
existing public
• merger
companies in
companies
in different
differentEU
EU member states
•
holding company
company by two or more
• formation of a holding
public or private limited liability
liability companies
companies in
different EU
different
EU member states
formation of
•
of a subsidiary
subsidiary by
by two
two or more public or
• formation

private limited
limitedcompanies
companiesin
indifferent
differentEU
EU member
states, or
existing public
public
transformation (conversion) of an existing
•• transformation
limited
limited company
company with a subsidiary in a different
EU
member state.
state.
EU member

Only public limited liability
liabilitycompanies
companies can
can become
become
SEs
and they
they must
must comply
comply with
with a minimum capital
SEs and
requirement
registered
requirement of
of €120,000.
€120,000.The
TheSE
SE must be registered
in the same member
member state
statein
inwhich
whichthe
theadministrative
administrative
head office is located.
In the last three
three of
of the
the four
four scenarios
scenarios described
above,
two of
companies setting
above, at least two
of the
the companies
settingup
upthe
theSE
SE
must have had subsidiaries in another member state
for at least two
two years.
years. This requirement makes those
options impractical for creating
creating an
an SE,
SE, unless the
parent company already possesses
possesses companies
companies within
within
its
with the
operating history.
history. In
these
its group
group with
the necessary
necessary operating
In these
circumstances,
circumstances, the
the first
first option
optionmay
may be
be favoured;
favoured; aa new
public
and itit or the existing
public company can be created and
public company
company then becomes
becomes an SE
SE by
by merger,
merger,
depending on which is selected
selected to
to be
be the
the successor.
successor.
In the UK
UK establishing
establishing a new public company
company is a
relatively swift
swift and straightforward
straightforward process.

by Richard Spiller
Spiller
and Stephen Ixer
London

“...national
laws
of of
thethe
“...national
laws
EU member
member states
EU
statesstill
still
apply
applyininall
allmatters
mattersthat
that
are not
are
notcovered
coveredbybythe
the
Regulation,
Regulation,such
suchasas
regulatory supervision,
regulatory
supervision,
tax,
tax, accounts
accountsand
and
insolvency.”
insolvency.”

For
further information
information contact:
For further

e: RSpiller@eapdlaw.com
RSpiller@eapdlaw.com
20 7556
7556 4541
t: +44 (0) 20
e: SIxer@eapdlaw.com
SIxer@eapdlaw.com
20 7583
7583 4055
t: +44 (0) 20
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Don’t forget to visit our top-rated
insurance and reinsurance
reinsurance industry
industry
blog,
blog, InsureReinsure.com

INSURE

REALLYSURE
SURE
REINSURE REALLY
REINSURE

We
haveover
over1250
1250posts
posts to
to date
date on
onindustry
industry developments
developments in the United States, United
We have
Kingdom,
Kingdom, Bermuda,
Bermuda, European
European Union,
Union, Hong
Hong Kong and Latin America. Please let us know
if you would like to subscribe to our daily email identifying all
all of
of our posts for the prior
day. We
We have
havealso
alsocreated
created“Quarterly
“QuarterlyBest
Bestof
ofBlog”
Blog” and
and “Annual
“Annual Best
Best of
of Blog”
Blog” emails
that identify
Extra-ContractualLiability,
Liability, Subprime/
Subprime/
that
identify the
the key
key developments
developments in
in the
the areas of Extra-Contractual
Credit Crisis, Reinsurance, D&O
D&OInsurance
Insuranceand
andLatin
LatinAmerican-insurance
American-insurance developments
developments
respectively.
for each quarter and year, respectively.

on Twitter
Twitterso
sobe
besure
suretotofollow
followususatathttp://www.twitter.com/
http://www.twitter.com/
InsureReinsure.com is now on
questions or suggested blog topics or want to subscribe to
InsureReinsure. IfIf you
you have any questions
any of
of our
our emails,
emails, please
please send
send the
the blog
blog editors
editors an
an email
email at
at InsureReinsure@eapdlaw.com.
InsureReinsure@eapdlaw.com.
any

InsureReinsure.com
InsureReinsure.com
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Upcoming
Events
Events
Upcoming

•
• David Kendall (London) and
Martin
Martin Lister (London/Hong
Kong) will
will be speaking at the
EAPD
EAPD seminar “Managing
Insurer Solvency
Solvency through
through
Insurer
the Economic
Crisis” at the
Economic Crisis”
City Garden
Garden Hotel
the
City
Hotel in
in the
Northpoint area
Hong
Northpoint
area of Hong
Kong on
on 44 March
March 2009.
2009.
•
Charles Welsh
Welsh (Hartford)
• Charles
will attend
attend the
the March
March 2009
meeting of
the National
National
meeting
of the
Association of Insurance
Insurance
Association
Commissioners
Commissioners in
in San
San Diego
on 15-18 March 2009.
2009.
•
Everiss (London)
(London) will
• Mark Everiss
attend
attend the
the Cavell
Cavell Cologne
Cologne
Rendezvous
in Cologne
Rendezvous in
Cologne on
16-18 March 2009.
2009.
Thompson (Stamford)
•
Michael Thompson
(Stamford)
• Michael
will
will be
be speaking
speaking at
at the
the BRMA’s
BRMA’s
Committee
Committee Rendezvous
Rendezvous on
“Electronic
“Electronic Discovery:
Discovery: What
What
Reinsurance
Reinsurance Brokers Need to
Know” in Naples,
Naples, Florida
Florida on
22-24
March 2009.
2009.
22-24 March
•
• David Kendall (London) and
Jack
Dearie (New
(New York)
York) will
will
Jack Dearie
be speaking
speaking at
at the
theEAPD
EAPD
be
March
Annual Review
Review on
on “[
“[
March Annual
Title to be confirmed tomorrow]” at
at Trinity
Trinity House
House in
row]”
London on 25 March 2009.
2009.
James
(Stamford/
•
James
Shanman
•
New
York) will
will be speaking
New York)
speaking
at the
the American
American Conference
Conference
Institute’s 7th International
International
Advanced
Forum on RunAdvanced Forum
RunOff
Off and
and Commutations
Commutations on
Considerations
“Ethical
When
Engaging in Run-Off
When Engaging
Run-Off
and
at the
and Commutations”
Commutations” at
Helmsley Park Lane
Lane Hotel
Hotel in
New
York on
on 25-26 March
New York
March
2009.
(Continued
(Continued on
on Page 13)

The different
processes to
followed for
for
The
different processes
to be
be followed
SE
creation are
are set
set out
out in the Regulation
and will
SE creation
Regulation and
be subject
by the authorities of the
subject to regulation
regulation by
jurisdiction
formed
jurisdictionwhere
wherethe
theSE
SEis
isformed.
formed.For
For an
an SE
SE formed
by merger, the
the procedure
procedure includes
includes preparation
preparation of the
draft
expert’s report,
report, a meeting of
draft merger terms, an expert’s
shareholders,
legal notices
notices and
and aa court
court certificate
shareholders, legal
approving the
the merger.
merger. While
While this
approving
the legality
legality of the
appears
lengthy and complex,
complex, the time and costs
appears lengthy
involved are
are likely to be significantly less than an
insurance business transfer scheme.
If the new SE
SEis
iscreated
created by
bymerger,
merger,the
thefollowing
following
consequences occur as soon
soon as
as itit has
has been
been formally
formally
registered:
the assets
assets and
and liabilities
liabilities of
ofeach
each company
company
•• all the
acquired are
are transferred
transferred to the acquiring
being acquired
company
•• the shareholders of the company being acquired
become shareholders of the acquiring company
exist
•
• the company being acquired ceases to exist
acquiring company
company adopts
adoptsthe
theform
formof
ofan
an SE.
SE.
•• the acquiring
Redomiciling
Once an
the
Once
an SE
SE has
has been
been formed,
formed, Article
Article 88 of
of the
Regulation
provides that
that its registered office may
Regulation provides
may
be transferred
transferred to
member state
state without
without
to another
another EU
EU member
such
transfer resulting
resulting in either the winding up of
such transfer
the SE
or the creation of a new
SE or
new legal
legal person.
person. The
The
exact procedure
procedure for
for redomiciliation
redomiciliation will be subject
to the procedure
procedure in the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction where
where the
the SE
SE
was formed
in any
any event
event follow the
the
was
formed but
but this
this will in
Regulation.
A key
key requirement
requirement is that a management report
is drawn up explaining and justifying the legal and
economic aspects of the
the transfer
transfer and
andits
itsimplications
implications
for shareholders,
shareholders, creditors
creditors and
and employees.
employees. The
The
basic details
details of
of the
the transfer,
transfer, including
includingthe
theSE
SE name
name
and company
company statutes,
statutes, the proposed timetable, an
explanation of the implications
implications for
for employees
employees and
any
any protection for shareholders
shareholders or creditors must
also be published
published in
in accordance with the rules of the
member state
state where the SE
SEhas
hasits
itsregistered
registered office.
office.
No decision on the transfer can be taken for two
months after the proposal
proposal is
is published.
published.The
The SE
SE will
then need aa certificate
certificate from the
the competent
competent authority
authority
(in
this is
is the
the High
High Court)
Court)attesting
attesting
(in England and Wales this
to the completion
completion of the
the pre-transfer
pre-transfer formalities.
formalities.
The Regulation
Regulation provides
provides that
that a member state can
stipulate
stipulate that the transfer
transfer of the
the registered
registered office
of an SE
registered in
in that member
state shall not
SE registered
member state
take effect ifif any
any of that
that member
member state’s competent
authorities
authoritiesoppose
oppose it.
it.Such
Such opposition
oppositionmay
may be based
only on grounds
grounds of public
public interest.
interest. This right
right to oppose
oppose
also applies
applies to aa national
national financial
financial supervisory
supervisory
also
authority, such
such as
as the
the Financial
Financial Services Authority
the UK.
UK. The
The First
First Non
Non Life
Life Directive
Directive (73/239/
in the
EEC)
requiresthat
that the
the head
head offices of
EEC) requires
of insurance
insurance
undertakings
undertakings are
are situated
situated in
in the
the same
same member state
as their registered
registered office.
office. The
The Regulation
Regulation contains
contains
similar requirement.
requirement. Regulators
Regulators are
are therefore
therefore
a similar

unlikely to object to a redomiciliation
redomiciliation that unites the
head offices
offices and registered office
office under
under one regime.
However,
should be noted
noted that
that the regulator in the
However, itit should
member
state that
that the SE
transfers into
into will need
member state
SE transfers
need
to be satisfied that
that the
the SE
SE is compliant with local
supervisory
supervisory laws
laws at the point
point the
the transfer
transfer occurs and
the SE
SEstarts
starts to
to carry
carry on
onaaregulated
regulatedactivity.
activity.
SEs
in Practice
Practice
SEs in
SEs are
arestill
still far
far from
from common
common and
and the
the transfer
transfer proceSEs
described above
still. One notable
notable insurer
insurer
dure described
above is rarer still.
which
which has
has taken
taken advantage
advantageof
ofSE
SE status
status is
is Swiss
Swiss Re,
Re,

which created
by acquisition
acquisition in
created an insurer
insurer SE by
in the
the UK
UK
through
through the
the merger
merger of
ofaaUK
UK insurance
insurance company,
company, SR
SR
International
Plc, with
with
International Business
Business Insurance
Insurance Company Plc,
Dutch insurance company Reassurantie
Reassurantie Maatschaapij
Maatschaapij
Nederland. The resulting SR
International Business
SR International
Insurance
SE then
then redomiciled
Insurance SE
redomiciled to
to Luxembourg,
Luxembourg,
transferring
regulation to
transferringfrom
fromFSA
FSA regulation
to Luxembourg regulation.
Chubb Reinsurance Company of Europe has
has also
also
recently transferred
place of regulation
regulation from
from
recently
transferred its
its place
Belgium to the
the UK.
UK. Chubb
Chubb created
created an
an SE
SE through
merger
by acquisition
acquisition as
as part of the process,
merger by
process, but
in Chubb’s case the successor entity
entity was
was aa new
new UK
UK
public
redomiciliation was not involved.
involved.
public company so redomiciliation
Instead,
Instead, Chubb used a cross-border merger and also
effected a business transfer for its direct business
under
under the applicable
applicable Belgian
Belgian insurance
insurance business
business
transfer legislation.
legislation.
The
main disadvantage of the SE
model is
is that
The main
SE model
the Regulation
Regulation only
only partially
partially controls the operation
of the SE
SEand
andthe
thenational
national laws
laws for
for each
eachjurisdiction
jurisdiction
which the
the company
company operates
operates must
be
in which
must still
still be
considered. SEs
mayalso
also differ
differ markedly in terms
SEs may
of their structure:
structure: the
themanagement
management system
system may
may be
either by a single board of directors or by aa two-tier
two-tier
board made up of
of executive
executive and
and supervisory
supervisory organs;
the choice
choice is left
left totothe
theSE
SEfounders.
founders.Employee
Employee
involvement
can also
also take two
involvement can
two forms:
forms: employee
employee
representatives
can be
be informed of key
representatives can
key decisions
decisions
and consulted
consulted on
on others;
others; or
or they
they may have the power
to recommend or oppose the appointment of some
members of the management boards.
boards.
Conclusion
Use of
of the
the SE
SEmodel
modelby
bythe
thelarge
largeinsurers
insurers mentioned
mentioned
above attests
attests to its usefulness
tool to
to restructure
restructure
usefulness as a tool
the pan-European
pan-European operations of insurance groups.
If Solvency
insurance groups
groups to
to seek
Solvency II causes
causes insurance
seek to
rationalise
rationalise their operations
operations and consolidate
consolidate their
regulatory
regulatory supervision
supervision to
to aa single
single or smaller number
national authorities,
use of
of national
authorities, itit is likely that the use
SEs
will increase. SEs
SEsare
arealso
alsolikely
likely to
to be
be bolstered
bolstered
SEs will
by
by the proposed
proposed introduction
introduction of aa sister
sister regime,
regime,
the European
European Private Company,
Company, or SPE,
SPE, to enable
small- and medium-sized enterprises to do business
throughout the EU
EU at aa lower
lower cost.
cost.The
The European
European
Commission’s
SPEproposal
proposal (COM(2008)
(COM(2008)396/3)
396/3) is
Commission’s SPE
currently
states.
currently under
under review by member states.
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Reinsurance Regulation
NAIC Paves the Way for the Modernization of U.S.

2008 Winter
At its December 2008
WinterMeeting,
Meeting,the
theNational
NationalAssociation
AssociationofofInsurance
Insurance
Commissioners
(“NAIC”)
adopted,
in
plenary
session,
the
reinsurance
Commissioners (“NAIC”) adopted, in plenary session, the reinsurance
regulatory modernization
proposal
(“Proposal”)
drafted
and previously
regulatory
modernization
proposal
(“Proposal”)
drafted
and previously

adopted by
Forceof
ofthe
theFinancial
FinancialCondition
Condition (E)
(E)Committee.
Committee.
adopted
bythe
theReinsurance
Reinsurance Task
Task Force
state-based
If implemented,
implemented, the
theProposal
Proposalwould
wouldsignificantly
significantlyreform
reformexisting
existing
state-based
reinsurance
regulation.
Under
current
law,
U.S.
ceding
insurers
may
only take
take full
full
reinsurance regulation. Under current law, U.S. ceding insurers may only
statutory
statutory
statement credit
credit ifif the
the assuming
assuming reinsurer
reinsurer is authorized or
or accredited
by Karen statement
Mariscal
in
the
ceding
insurer’s
domiciliary
state,
or
if
it
posts
collateral
sufficient
Office
in the
ceding insurer’s domiciliary state, or if it posts collateral sufficient to
to cover
cover
100% of
100%
of the
the policyholder
policyholderliabilities
liabilitiesassumed.
assumed.The
TheProposal
Proposalwould
wouldmodernize
modernize
the existing
the
existingregime
regimeby
byallowing
allowingceding
cedinginsurers
insurerstototake
takecredit
creditfor
forreinsurance
reinsurance
assumed by
unaccredited
reinsurers
without
requiring
as
assumed
byunauthorized,
unauthorized,
unaccredited
reinsurers
without
requiring
as
much, or in some cases, any
any collateral
collateral depending on a ratings-based
ratings-based system.
system.
This article summarizes
summarizes some of the key aspects of the Proposal.
Creation of
Single
Creation
of New
New Classes of Reinsurers and a Single
Regulator System

The Proposal
Proposal contemplates
contemplates establishment
The
establishment of
of a
single U.S. regulator
regulator system with
with two new classes of
reinsurers:
(1) “national reinsurers”
reinsurers: (1)
reinsurers” which
which are
are U.S.
U.S.
reinsurers licensed and domiciled
domiciled in one state
state (known
(known
as the “home state”) that
that are
are permitted to
to conduct
conduct
business in that state and the entire
entire domestic
domestic market,
and (2) point of
of entry
entry reinsurers
reinsurers (“POE
(“POE reinsurers”)
which are non-U.S.
non-U.S. reinsurers
reinsurers certified
certified by
by aa point
point of
(“POE state”)
state”) to provide creditable
entry U.S.
U.S. state (“POE
reinsurance to
market. A single
single state
state would
would be
reinsurance
to the
the U.S.
U.S. market.
responsible for
national reinsurer and
responsible
for regulating
regulating each national
POEreinsurer
reinsurer --either
either the
the home
home state
state or
state.
POE
or the
the POE
POE state.
With respect
respect to national
national reinsurers,
reinsurers, the home
home
state supervisor would be
be responsible
responsible for,
for, among
among
other
things, approving
approving licensure,
licensure, conducting
conducting
other things,
ensuring compliance
compliance with
with applicable
applicable
solvency exams, ensuring
establishing and adjusting the reinsurer’s rating
law, establishing
inquiries from
for collateral purposes, responding to inquiries
other
supervisors regarding
regarding national
national reinsurers
reinsurers
other supervisors
domiciled in the home state, initiating
initiating enforcement
enforcement
actions against such national reinsurers,
reinsurers, notifying
insurers’ domiciliary
domiciliary states
the ceding insurers’
states (known
(known as the
“host state”)
“host
state”)of
ofsuch
such actions,
actions, and
and receiving
receiving annual
annual
national reinsurer
reinsurer itit supervises.
supervises.
fees from each national
With respect
respect to
to POE
POE reinsurers,
reinsurers, the
the POE
POE state
supervisor would be responsible
supervisor
responsible for, among
among other
things,
entering into aasupervisory
supervisory recognition
recognition
things, entering
non-U.S.jurisdictions,
jurisdictions,
framework with supervisors in non-U.S.
certifying POE
reinsurers, establishing
establishing and adjusting
adjusting
certifying
POE reinsurers,
the
reinsurer’s rating
rating for
for collateral
collateral purposes,
purposes,
the reinsurer’s
responding
inquiries from
from other
other supervisors
supervisors
responding to
to inquiries
reinsurer under
under its
its supervision,
regarding any POE
POE reinsurer
consulting with non-U.S.
consulting
non-U.S. regulators
regulators regarding
regarding any
any
reinsurers, advising
advising all
all host states
issues with POE
POE reinsurers,

of such
such issues,
issues, and
and receiving
receiving annual
annual fees
fees from
from
each POE
POEreinsurer
reinsurer itit supervises. Additionally,
Additionally,POE
POE
reinsurers
must file
file certain reports with
reinsurers must
with and
and make
make
certain notifications
notifications to
to the
thePOE
POE state supervisors.
supervisors.
These
reports and
and certifications
certifications include, but
These reports
but are not
limited
notification within
limited to,
to, a notification
within10
10days
days of
of any ratings
or license change, submission on an annual basis of
audited financial statements
statements (preferably
(preferably prepared
prepared
in accordance with
with U.S.
and submission on
U.S. GAAP),
GAAP), and
an annual basis of aa list
list of all disputed
disputed and
and overdue
reinsurance
claims assumed
assumed from
from a U.S.
reinsurance claims
U.S. ceding
ceding
reinsurer.
Under the Proposal,
Proposal, reinsurers are not
not required
required to
become national
national or
or POE
POE reinsurers. Reinsurers
Reinsurers that
do not wish
wish to
tobecome
become national
nationalor
orPOE
POE reinsurers
reinsurers
may continue
continue to conduct
conduct business under the
the existing
existing
regulatory
with the current
regulatory framework
framework in
in accordance with
NAIC
Model Credit for Reinsurance Law as
as adopted
adopted by
NAIC Model
the states.
Role
of the
Role of
the RSRD
RSRD

In order to qualify
qualify as
supervisor,
as a home
home state
state or
or POE
POE supervisor,

the Proposal contemplates creation of
of aa new
new NAIC
NAIC
Reinsurance Supervision
Review Department
Department
Reinsurance
Supervision Review
(“RSRD”)
to evaluate
evaluate and
and establish standards
(“RSRD”) to
standards for
such supervisors. Additionally,
Additionally,the
the Proposal
Proposal charges
the RSRD
with the
the responsibility
RSRD with
responsibility to evaluate
evaluate the
regulatory framework
framework of non-U.S.
non-U.S. jurisdictions
jurisdictions
regulatory
for the purpose
purpose of identifying a list
list of
ofrecognized
recognized
jurisdictions from
from which
which non-U.S.
non-U.S. reinsurers
reinsurers may
may
apply for
for licensure
licensureas
asPOE
POE reinsurers.
reinsurers.The
The RSRD
RSRD is
charged with, among other things, development
development of
of a
sample
sample mutual supervisory recognition
recognition agreement
agreement
and a protocol
protocol for
for recognizing
recognizing non-U.S.
non-U.S.jurisdictions,
jurisdictions,
and
and a sample
sample information
information sharing
sharing and
and regulatory
regulatory
cooperation
cooperation agreement
agreement between
between recognized
recognized non-U.S.
Continued on page 12

by Mohana Terry
New York

“...the
“...theProposal
Proposal
contemplates
contemplates
creation
creationofofaanew
new
NAIC
Reinsurance
NAIC Reinsurance
Supervision
SupervisionReview
Review
Department...”
Department...”

Robert
Robert DiUbaldo (New
(New York)
York)
and Brian
Brian Green
Green (New
(New York)
York)
are participating
participating in
the US
US
are
in the
Reinsurance Under 40s Group
event
event “It’s
“It’s Not
Not Your
Your Father’s
Father’s
Reinsurance
Anymore -- Putting
Putting
Reinsurance Anymore
Reinsurance
In Your Terms”,
Reinsurance In
Terms”,
which
in
which is
is to
to be
be hosted
hostedby
byQBE
QBE in
New
York on
onMarch
March12,
12, 2009.
2009.
New York
Brian Green
Green (New
(New York),
York), Rob
Rob
DiUbaldo (New York)and
York)and the
rest of
of the
theU.S.
U.S. Reinsurance
Reinsurance
Under 40s Group
Group will
will host the
London-based
London-based Lloyd’s
Lloyd’s NonNonMarine
Marine Under
Under 30’s Group
Group at
an event in midtown
midtown New
New York
on May 6,
6, 2009.
2009.

Details will
be posted
posted on
on
Details
will be
Re Under
Under 40s website:
website:
the Re
www.reunder40s.org

12
Wayfor
forthe
theModernization
Modernization of
Reinsurance Regulation
Regulation (Continued)
(Continued)
12 ||NAIC
NAIC Paves
Paves the Way
of U.S. Reinsurance
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“If
“Ifadopted,
adopted,the
the
Proposal would
Proposal
would......
potentially
upup
potentiallyopen
open
the domestic
the
domesticmarket
market
to
to more
morenon-U.S.
non-U.S.
reinsurers.”
reinsurers.”

For
further information
information contact:
For further
e: MPJTerry@eapdlaw.com
MPJTerry@eapdlaw.com
t: +1 212 912 2844

jurisdictions
supervisor. It will
will also
jurisdictionsand
andthe
thePOE
POE supervisor.
also act
act as

a repository for relevant data
data concerning
concerning reinsurers
and the reinsurance marketplace.
marketplace.
To
further clarify RSRD’s
RSRD’soperational
operational structure,
structure, the
To further
NAIC
adopted the
the following Statement of Principles
NAIC adopted
Principles
for the
should be
the Creation
Creation of
ofthe
theRSRD:
RSRD: (1) the
the RSRD
RSRD should
created as aa transparent,
transparent, publicly
publicly accountable entity
entity
(contemplated
with a governing
governing
(contemplatedto
tobe
be part
partof
of the
the NAIC),
NAIC), with
board consisting
consisting of
state or
or district
districtinsurance
insurance
board
of state
regulators,
and with
with director
director eligibility
eligibility open
open to
to all
regulators, and
state or district
district insurance
insurance commissioners,
commissioners, directors
and superintendents,
superintendents, and
criteria relating
relating to
and(2)
(2)RSRD
RSRD criteria
ceded premium
premium volume
volume will
will not unfairly discriminate
against
otherwise qualified small jurisdictions from
against otherwise
approval
POEsupervisor.
supervisor.
approvalas
as aa home
home state
state or
or aa POE
The
The Proposal
Proposal recommends
recommends federal
federal enabling
enabling
legislation to provide
provide the
the RSRD
RSRD with sufficient
sufficient
legislation
authority to fulfill
fulfill its functions.
Collateral Requirements
implemented, the Proposal
Proposal would
would reduce
reduce the
the
If implemented,
amount of collateral an unauthorized, unaccredited
reinsurer must post in order for an admitted, ceding
insurer to take financial statement credit.
credit. Under
Under the
Proposal,
supervisor is charged
charged
Proposal, the
the home
home state
stateor
or POE
POE supervisor
with rating
rating national
national and
and POE
POE reinsurers
reinsurers on a legal
entity
determining collateral
collateral
entity basis
basis for the purpose of determining
requirements.
requirements depend on a sliding
sliding
requirements. The
The requirements
scale:
tier 11 –- 0% collateral; tier 2 –- 10%
scale: tier
10% collateral;
tier 3 –- 20%
- 75
collateral; and tier
20% collateral;
collateral; tier
tier 4 –
75 % collateral;
5–
- 100%
100% collateral.
collateral.AA reinsurer in the top tier would
collateral, whereas
not need to post any collateral,
whereas a reinsurer in
to post
postcollateral
collateral sufficient
sufficient
the lowest tier would need to
to cover
100% of
of policyholder
policyholder liabilities
liabilities in order for
cover 100%
the ceding insurer to
to take
take financial
financial statement
statement credit.
However, with
with respect to national
national reinsurers,
reinsurers, as
as U.S.
U.S.
state law protects
protects policyholders and ensures
ensures stability
stability
of the U.S. financial system, such reinsurers would
not have to post collateral
collateral ifif they
they are rated
rated in tier
tier 3 or
better
state supervisor.
supervisor.
better by their home state

A Practitioner’s Guide to the
FSA Regulation of Insurance
FSA Regulation of Insurance
A Practitioner’s Guide to the

EAPD
pleasedto
toannounce
announcethe
thepublication
publication of the 3rd
EAPD isispleased
edition
edition of
of ‘A
‘A Practitioner’s
Practitioner’sGuide
Guide to
tothe
theFSA
FSA Regulation
Regulation
of Insurance’.
Insurance’. EAPD
EAPD partner
partner Ambereen
Ambereen Salamat
Salamat has
has
authored the chapter covering ‘Special rules relating to
certain categories
categories of general insurance business and
the Reinsurance
Reinsurance Directive’
Directive’ in
in this
this comprehensive guide
to regulation in the insurance industry.
industry.
Ambereen is
partner in
London office.
office. The
Ambereen
is aa partner
in EAPD’s
EAPD’s London
The
reinsurance
focus of her practice is insurance and reinsurance
regulation
mbereen wi
with
th
h
regulation and
and transactions.
transactions. IfIf you
you would
would like
like to
to contact
contact A
Ambereen
with
her practice
practice please
please email
email ASalamat@eapdlaw.com
regards to any aspect of her
alternatively call
+44 (0)20 7556
7556 4619.
or alternatively
call her on +44

In determining
determining a reinsurer’s
reinsurer’s rating, the home
home
state or POE
supervisor would
would review
review the
the reinsurer’s
reinsurer’s
POE supervisor
financial strength rating, which
which the
the reinsurer
reinsurer must
obtain
obtain from
from at
at least
least two
two rating
rating agencies
agencies approved by
the
Securities and
the U.S.
U.S. Securities
and Exchange
Exchange Commission. Failure
to obtain or
or maintain
maintain such ratings would result in
assignment of the lowest rating, which corresponds
requirement that the
the reinsurer
reinsurer post
post 100%
to aa requirement
collateral
collateral in order for the ceding
ceding insurer
insurer to obtain
financial statement
statement credit. Additionally, the home
home
state
POEsupervisor
supervisorwould
would consider
consider the
the following
following
state or POE
in determining the reinsurer’s rating:
rating: (1)
(1)participation
participation
in any
any solvent
solvent scheme
scheme of
of arrangement
arrangement involving
involving
U.S.
cedents (if
(if so, the reinsurer would be assigned
U.S. cedents
a tier 5 rating);
rating); (2)
(2) the
the reinsurer’s
reinsurer’s compliance
compliance with
contractual terms and obligations
obligations (including certain
clauses mandated by the Proposal); (3) the business
practices of the reinsurer
dealing with its ceding
reinsurer in dealing
ceding
insurers;
(4) the reinsurer’s
reputation for prompt
insurers; (4)
reinsurer’s reputation
prompt
payment of claims; (5) regulatory
regulatory actions against the
reinsurer;
(6) an
an independent
independent audit
audit opinion for the
reinsurer; (6)
reinsurer; (7) the
the liquidation
liquidation preference of
of obligations
obligations
to aa ceding
ceding insurer
insurer in
in the
the reinsurer’s
reinsurer’s domiciliary
domiciliary
jurisdiction;
jurisdiction; and (8)
(8) the
the most
mostrecent
recent NAIC
NAIC Filing
Filing
Black Schedule
Schedule FF for
for property
property and casualty insurer
or Schedule
Schedule SS for
for life,
life, accident and health insurers,
which
which detail liabilities
liabilities assumed
assumed from
from U.S.
U.S. ceding
ceding
insurers. For
reinsurers, the POE
For POE
POE reinsurers,
POE supervisors
would
would also review
review audited
audited financial
financial statements,
statements,
preferably
preferablycompleted
completedininaccordance
accordancewith
withU.S.
U.S.GAAP.
GAAP.
Implementation
Implementation of
of the
the Proposal
The
Proposal contemplates
contemplates implementation
implementation through
The Proposal
federal
regulation in order
federal regulation
order to promote
promote uniformity
uniformity
across
the 50 states and the District
across the
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Many
industry groups
Many industry
groups support
support the
the Proposal
Proposal and
and
believe that its
its implementation
implementation would
would create
create a level
playing field
field between
between domestic
domestic and foreign reinsurers
resulting
resulting in lower
lower costs
costs for
forconsumers,
consumers, whereas
whereas
others
others are concerned that given the current economic
climate,
climate, itit is not the right time
time to
to modify
modify collateral
collateral
rules and increase the uncertainty that
that U.S.
U.S. insurers
will
will receive
receive prompt payments of amounts due under
contracts
with unauthorized,
contracts with
unauthorized, unaccredited
unaccredited reinsurers.
Conclusion
If adopted, the Proposal would significantly reform
current
current state-based
state-based reinsurance
reinsurance regulation,
regulation, and
and
potentially
potentially open
open up the
the domestic
domestic market
market to more
more
non-U.S. reinsurers. As of
of the
the date
date of
of this
this article,
article, the
NAIC
has not
not promulgated
promulgated a Model Law suggesting
NAIC has
language to implement
implement the
state, New
the Proposal.
Proposal. One
One state,
York, has
has proposed
proposed a rule
rule similar
similar to the Proposal and
accepted
commentswith
with respect
respectto
to that
that rule
rule until
accepted comments
February 6,
6, 2009.
2009.
We
will continue
continue to
to monitor this topic, including
We will
the NAIC
implementation process
process and
and the
the status
NAIC implementation
the New
New York
York rule,
direct you
you to the
the
of the
rule, and
and we
we direct
EAPD
website www.eapdlaw.com
www.eapdlaw.comand
and the
the blog
EAPD website
blog
www.InsureReinure.com for
for further
further developments.
developments.
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Procedural Bad Faith in the Absence of Coverage
When Actions Speak Louder than Words:

Certain states
a common
law law
tort often
referred
to as to as
Certain
stateshave
haverecognized
recognized
a common
tort often
referred
procedural
(as
opposed
to
substantive)
bad
faith.
Unlike
substantive
bad bad
procedural (as opposed to substantive) bad faith. Unlike substantive
faith, which
failure
byby
anan
insurer
to pay
a meritorious
faith,
whichis,
is,ininbasic
basicterms,
terms,the
the
failure
insurer
to pay
a meritorious
1
claim1,
procedural
bad
faith
is
a
vehicle
for
an
insured
to
seek
damages
claim , procedural bad faith is a vehicle for an insured to seek damages
based on
badbad
faithfaith
handling
of anyof
claim,
or
based
onananinsurer’s
insurer’s
handling
any meritorious
claim, meritorious
or
otherwise.
Simply
stated,
an
insurer
can
be
required
to
pay
bad
faith
otherwise. Simply stated, an insurer can be required to pay bad faith
damages for a claim for which
which the
the insurer
insurerhas
hasno
nocoverage
coverage obligations
obligationsunder
under
an insurance
insurance policy,
if
the
insurer
handled
the
investigation
or
denial
of
the
policy, if the insurer handled the investigation or denial of the
non-covered claim
non-covered
claim in
in an
an unfair
unfair manner.
manner.
Recently,
the viability
viability of procedural bad faith was
Recently, the
was
reviewed, and upheld,
upheld, by
by the
the Washington
Washington Supreme
Court in St.
St. Paul
Paul Fire and Marine Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co. v. Onvia,
Inc., 196 P.3d
P.3d 664 (Wash.
(Wash. 2008)
2008) (en
(en banc).
banc). The
The
involved in
in the
the Onvia
Onvia case
case was
was
plaintiff/insured involved
served with a lawsuit
lawsuit which
which itit tendered
tenderedto
toits
itsliability
liability
insurer. The
reportedly resubmitted
resubmitted its
insurer.
The insured
insured reportedly
tender letter six months later and,
and, shortly
shortly thereafter,
thereafter,
submitted
submitted to
to its
its insurer
insurer an
an amended
amended version of the
complaint.
nine months
months after
after the
complaint. Approximately
Approximately nine
original tender, the insurer responded
responded for
for the
the first
first
time,
defense. Subsequently,
Subsequently,
time, denying
denying coverage and defense.
in a bad
bad faith
faith and breach
breach of
of contract
contract lawsuit
lawsuit against
the insurer,
federal district
district court found that the
insurer, aa federal
insurer’s
determination was
insurer’s coverage determination
was correct.2
correct.2
Nonetheless,
Nonetheless, the Washington
Washington Supreme
Supreme Court,
reviewing the issue
issue on
oncertification
certification from
from the
the district
district
court,3
held that,
that, in the
court,3 held
the third-party
third-party context,
context, an
an
insured has
cause of action for
insured
has available
available to
to itit a cause
bad faith claims handling that is not
not dependent on
the duty to indemnify, settle,
settle, or
or defend.
defend. The
The court
reasoned that,
under Washington
Washington law,
law, insurers
insurers
reasoned
that, under
have not only aa general
general duty
duty of
of good
good faith,
faith, but also
a specific duty to act
act with
with reasonable
reasonable promptness
in investigation
investigation and
and communication
communication with
their
with their
insureds
insureds following notice of a claim and tender of
defense. The
The court
court further
further reasoned that the duty of
good faith
faith is
all-encompassing, and is not
is broad
broad and all-encompassing,
limited
settle, or
limited to
to an
an insurer’s
insurer’s duty
duty to
to pay, settle,
or defend.4
defend.4
Previously, the Washington
Washington Supreme Court had
already adopted
adopted the
the tort
tort in
in the
the first-party
first-party context in
Coventry Associates v. American States Ins. Co., 136
136
Wash.2d
269, 961 P.2d
P.2d 933
933 (1998), in which case
Wash.2d 269,
the court held “[t]he
“[t]he implied
faith
implied covenant
covenant of good faith
and
and fair dealing
dealing in the
the policy
policy should
should necessarily
necessarily
require the
the insurer
insurer to
to conduct
conduct any
anynecessary
necessary
require
investigation in a timely fashion
fashion and
and to conduct
conduct a
reasonable investigation
investigation before
before denying
denying coverage.
coverage.
In the event
event the
the insurer
insurer fails
fails in
in either regard,
regard, itit will
have
the covenant
and, therefore,
have breached
breached the
covenant and,
therefore, the
policy.”
policy.”55

Washington
by no
no means
means the
the first
first state to
Washington isis by
faith and, although
although
adopt the tort of procedural bad faith
the Connecticut Supreme Court has not yet spoken
on the issue,
issue, the
that state
state has
has
on
the district court in that
predicted
predicted aa similar
similar outcome.
outcome. In
In United
United Technologies
Corp.
Corp. v. Am.
Am. Home
Home Assurance
Assurance Co., 118 F.Supp.2d
F.Supp.2d
181, 188-89
188-89 (D.Conn.
(D.Conn. 2000),
mod. after
after recon.
recon.
181,
2000), mod.
on other
other grounds,
grounds, 237
237F.Supp.2d
F.Supp.2d 168
168 (D.Conn.
(D.Conn.
2001), the district
district court
court was
was asked
asked to
to determine
determine
whether
would likely
likely
whether the Connecticut Supreme Court would
recognize aa common
common law
law action
action for procedural bad
faith
faith not involving wrongful withholding
withholding of
of payment
due under
under an
an insurance
insurance policy.
policy. Although
Although the
the
due
defendant insurer argued
argued that
that a claim
claim for
for bad
bad faith
faith
is not actionable without a showing of a failure to
pay aa meritorious
meritorious claim (substantive
(substantive bad faith), the
court concluded, after carefully analyzing existing
state court
court precedent,
precedent, that
that the
the Connecticut
Connecticut Supreme
Court would not limit
limit the tort
tort of bad faith
faith to claims of
unreasonable
wrongful denial
unreasonable or wrongful
denial of
of claims.
claims. The court
reasoned that an insurer’s duty
duty of good faith
faith can be
breached not only when coverage
coverage is
is unquesionted,
unquesionted,
but
but also
also when
when there
thereis
is no
no coverage.
coverage. 66
The
tort of procedural
bad faith has
The tort
procedural bad
has similarly
similarly
been
reviewed and
adopted by
by the
the Wyoming
Wyoming
been reviewed
and adopted
Supreme
Court. The
The issue
issue was
was first
Supreme Court.
first considered
considered
by that court
court in the
the first-party
first-party context,
context, when
when it
by
considered
whether the investigatory
considered whether
investigatory procedures
procedures
utilized
faith when
utilized by
by an insurer can amount to bad faith
the insurer
insurer is entitled
entitled to
to debate
debate the
the underlying
underlying
the
merits of
of the
the insured’s
insured’s claim.
claim.See
See Hatch
Hatch v.
v. State
State
Fire and
and Cas.
Cas.Co.,
Co.,842
842 P.2d
P.2d1089
1089 (Wyo.
(Wyo. 1992).
1992).
Farm Fire
The
court recognized
the tort of
The court
recognized the
of procedural
procedural bad
bad
faith
faith where
where the
the insurer
insurer (under
(under circumstances
circumstances later
described
described as “rather egregious”)7
egregious”)7 required
required the
fire, to
insured, who sought coverage after a house fire,
file a detailed
detailed inventory
file
inventory of
of items
items in
in the
the house at the
cornflakes were
time of the fire, including
including how
how many cornflakes
left in
left
in the
the cereal
cereal box before the fire
fire and
and how
how much
salt was in the
the salt
salt shaker.
shaker. The
The Wyoming
Wyoming Supreme
Supreme
faith where the
Court later recognized procedural bad faith
Continued on page 14
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Upcoming
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•
Woodhouse (London)
• Antony Woodhouse
will be
be speaking
speaking on
on “The
will
Impact of ABA
ABA Rules
Rules on Attorneys
Arbitrators and
neys as Arbitrators
and Related
Related
Ethical
Ethical Considerations”
Considerations” and
and
Nick
York) will
will be
be
Nick Pearson
Pearson (New
(New York)
speaking on “Capital Markets
Markets
Components: Impact of Collateralized
Debt Obligations
eralized Debt
Obligations on
Reinsurance” atat the Harris
Harris
Reinsurance”
Martin
Martin Reinsurance,
Reinsurance, ArbitraArbitration && Mediation
MediationConference
Conference
at the
the Fontainebleau
Fontainebleau Miami
Miami
Beach
on 26-27
26-27
Beach Hotel in Florida on
March 2009.
2009.
David Kendall
Kendall (London)
(London) will
•• David
be speaking at the
the ARC
ARC 101
Asbestos Seminar
Seminar on
on “UK
Asbestos
Follow Settlements”
Settlements” in London
on 7 May 2009.
2009.
For
further details
details on
any of
of these
these
For further
on any
upcoming events please contact
at: KRaj@eapdlaw.com.
KRaj@eapdlaw.com.
Kalai Raj at:
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not only
only debatable,
debatable, but
but was
was ultimately
ultimately
claim was not
determined to
determined
to be
be outside
outside the
the scope
scope of
of coverage.
State Farm
Farm Mut.
Mut. Auto Ins. v. Shrader, 882
882 P.2d
P.2d

(“while an
813 (Wyo. 1994) (“while
an insured
insured may state
causes
of action
action for breach
causes of
breach of contract
contract and
and
breach of the
the duty
duty of good
good faith
faith and fair
fair dealing,
dealing,
the insured
does not
not need
insured does
need to prevail
prevail on the
contract
contract claim
claim to
to prevail
prevail on
on the
the claim
claim for breach
of the duty of good
good faith
faith and fair dealing.”).
dealing.”). That
rationale
adopted from
Supreme
rationalewas
was adopted
from the
the Arizona
Arizona Supreme
Court, which also recognized
recognized procedural bad
faith
faith in
inthe
theabsence
absenceof
ofcoverage.
coverage.Deese
Deese v.
v. State
Farm
Mut. Auto.
Auto. Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 172
172 Ariz.
Ariz. 504,
504, 509
Farm Mut.
(1992) (“breach
(1992)
(“breach of
of an
an express
express covenant is not a
necessary prerequisite
prerequisite to an action
action for
for bad
bad faith
faith
... a plaintiff
plaintiff may simultaneously
simultaneously bring
action
bring an action
both
bad faith,
faith, and
both for
for breach
breach of contract and for bad
need
not prevail
prevail on
on the
the contract
contract claim
order to
to
need not
claim in
in order
prevail on the
the bad
badfaith
faith claim,
claim,provided
providedplaintiff
plaintiff
proves
breach of
of the
the implied
implied covenant of good
proves a breach
faith
dealing.”).
faith and fair dealing.”).
It should be noted that, even in
in California,
California,
where it has been
been determined
determined that
that “a
“a bad
bad faith
faith
claim cannot
cannot be maintained
maintained unless
unless policy
policy
claim
benefits
acknowledged
benefits are
are due,”8
due,”8 courts have acknowledged
the validity of
of aa procedural
procedural bad faith claim
claim
under unusual
unusual or
or “highly
extraordinary”
“highly extraordinary”
under
circumstances when
due
circumstances
whenbenefits
benefits are
are not
not due
under the policy.
policy. See
See Avery
Avery Dennison
Dennison Corp.
Corp.
v. Allendale Mutual Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 310
310 F.3d
F.3d 1114,
1117 (9th Cir.
Cir. 2002)
2002) (“[e]xcept
(“[e]xcept perhaps
perhaps in
1117
highly
highly extraordinary
extraordinary circumstances, California
does not permit
permit recovery on a bad
bad faith
faith claim

1
Corp. v.
v. Am.
1 See
See United
United Technologies
Technologies Corp.
Am. Home
Home
Assurance
Co., 118
118 F.Supp.2d
F.Supp.2d181,
181, 188-89
188-89 (D.Conn.
Assurance Co.,
(D.Conn.

2000), mod. after
after recon.
recon. on other grounds, 237

F.Supp.2d
168 (D.Conn.
(D.Conn. 2001).
2001).
F.Supp.2d 168

2
2 See
See St.
St. Paul
Paul Fire & Marine Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co. v. Onvia, Inc.,
2007
2005536, *2
2007).
2007 WL 2005536,
*2 (W.D.Wash. 2007).
3 The
3
The United
United States
States District Court
Court for
for the
the Western
Western
District of Washington
Washington certified
certified the
the following
following
District
question to the
theWashington
Washington Supreme
Supreme Court:
Court:
question
“Under
law, does
“Under Washington
Washington law,
does an insured
insured have
have
a cause
of action
action against
against its
its liability insurer
cause of
insurer for
common
law procedural
procedural bad
bad faith[,]
faith[,] for violation
common law
of the Washington Administrative
Administrative Code and/or for
violation
violation of
of the
the Washington
Washington Consumer
Consumer Protection
Act, even though
though a court has held that the insurer
had no contractual
contractual duty
defend, settle,
settle, or
or
had
duty to defend,
indemnify
indemnifythe
theinsured?”
insured?”St.
St.Paul
Paul Fire
Fire & Marine Ins.
Co.
v.Onvia,
Onvia,Inc.,
Inc.,2007
2007 WL
WL2005536,
2005536, 1
(W.D.Wash.
Co. v.
1 (W.D.Wash.
2007).
4 The
that no rebuttable
4
The court
court concluded, however, that
presumption
this context, and
presumption of
of harm
harm can arise in this
declined to
to recognize
recognize coverage
coverage by estoppel. The
The
court
court held
held that
that an insured must prove actual harm,
and
are limited
limited to the amounts
and its damages
damages are
amounts its
has incurred as a result
result of the bad faith,
faith, as well as
general tort damages.
5
5 Id.,
Id., citing
citing 11Allan
AllanD.
D.Windt,
Windt,Insurance
Insurance Claims
Claims &
Disputes:
Disputes: Representation
Representation of
of Insurance Companies
and
2.05, at 38
38 (3d
(3d ed.1995).
ed.1995).
and Insureds § 2.05,
6 The
The United
United Technologies
Technologies holding
has been
been
6
holding has
acknowledged numerous
Connecticut since
acknowledged
numeroustimes
timesin
in Connecticut
that decision,
trial court level.
that
decision, including
including at the state trial

unless insurance
insurance benefits are due under the
policy”)
policy”) (emphasis
(emphasis added);
added); see
see also Murray
v. State Farm
Farm Fire
Fire &
& Cas.
Cas. Co.,
Co.,219
219 Cal.App.3d
Cal.App.3d
58, 268 Cal.Rptr.
Cal.Rptr. 33, 37 (1990)
(1990) (“[w]hile
(“[w]hile
there may be unusual circumstances in which
an insurance
companycould
could be
be liable
liable to
to its
insurance company
insured for tortious bad faith
faith despite
despite the fact
that the
the insurance
insurance contract
contract did not provide
provide
coverage, no such
such circumstances
circumstances are
are
for coverage,
presented here.”) (emphasis added).
Despite
the fact that procedural
bad faith
Despite the
procedural bad
in the
the absence
absence of
of coverage
coverage has
has only
only been
been
recognized
by aa handful of
recognized by
of states,9
states,9 insurers
insurers
across
across the
the board
board should
should be
be mindful
mindful of
of its
existence and
and cautious to avoid falling prey to
claim. AA bad
bad faith
faith action
action can be
be filed
filed in,
such a claim.
or litigated under,
under, the laws
laws of
of any
any number
number of
different jurisdictions,
jurisdictions,regardless
regardless of
of the
the venue
venue
of the underlying
underlying claim
claim for
for which
which coverage
coverage is
sought or the location of the insured to whom
the policy
start out
policy was
was issued.
issued. What may start
out as an
ordinary insurance claim in an insurer-friendly
state could
eventually result
resultinin aa bad
state
could eventually
bad faith
lawsuit in
state recognizing
recognizing the
the tort.
tort.
lawsuit
in aa state
Moreover, insurers
insurers should
should be cognizant
Moreover,
cognizant
law tort of
that the common
common law
of procedural
procedural bad
faith opens the door to the possibility
possibility of much
faith
greater liability
liability to
greater
to the
the insurer
insurer than
than seeminglyseeminglystatutory protections.
similar statutory
protections. Although
Although several
states
offer statutory
statutory protections
protections against
against
states offer
unfair claims handling,10
certain states
states do not
handling,10 certain
allow individual
individual insureds
insureds to
to bring
bring aa claim for a
violation of
of the
the statute,11
statute,11 while others do not

allow the statutory
statutory protections
protections to
to be invoked for
12 In
a
single violation.
violation.12
In those
those states
states recognizing
recognizing
a single

See Joseph
JosephFortin
Fortinet
etal.
al.v.v.Hartford
HartfordUnderwriters
Underwriters Ins.
Ins.
See
et al.,
al., 2006
2006 WL
3524562, 42
Co. et
WL 3524562,
42 Conn.
Conn. L.
L. Rptr. 353

the claim
claim was
was not
not covered
covered upon
upon the
the insurance
insurance
policy); Republic
Republic Ins. Co.
Co. v.
v. Stoker,
Stoker, 903
903 S.W.2d
S.W.2d
338, 341 (Tex.
(Tex. 1995) (finding that as
as aa general
general
rule, a claim
claim for
for bad
badfaith
faith cannot
cannotexist
existwithout
without first
first
establishing that
that aa claim
claimisiscovered);
covered);Love
Love v.
v. Fire
Fire
Ins. Exchange,
Exchange,221
221 Cal.
Cal.App.
App.3d
3d 1136
1136 (1990)
(1990) (“a
bad faith
faith claim cannot be maintained
maintained unless policy
policy
benefits
benefits are
are due”).
due”).But
Butsee
seeAvery
Avery Dennison
Dennison Corp.
Corp.
v. Allendale
1114 (9th
Allendale Mutual Ins. Co.,
Co., 310 F.3d
F.3d 1114
Cir.
2002) and
Cir. 2002)
andMurray
Murrayv.v.State
StateFarm
FarmFire
Fire && Cas.
Cas. Co.,
Co.,
219 Cal.App.3d 58, 268 Cal.Rptr.
Cal.Rptr. 33, 37 (1990),
discussed
discussed above.
10 See,
Connecticut Unfair
Unfair Insurance
Insurance
10
See,e.g.,
e.g., the Connecticut
Practices Act, which
which includes
includes aasection
section specifically
specifically
regarding “unfair claim
claim settlement
settlement practices.”
practices.”
Conn.
Gen.Stat.
Stat.Section
Section38a-816(6).
38a-816(6).
Conn. Gen.
11
TheSupreme
SupremeCourt
Courtof
ofCalifornia,
California, for
for example,
example, has
11 The
held
that section
section 790.03
held that
790.03 of
of the
the California
California Insurance
Code, addressing
addressing unfair
unfair claim
claimsettlement
settlement practices,
practices,
was not intended to create a private civil cause of
action against an insurer that commits one of the
various
listed in that
that section.
various acts listed
section. Moradi-Shalal
Moradi-Shalal v.
Fireman’s Fund
Fund Ins.
Ins. Cos.,
Cos.,46
46Cal.3d
Cal.3d287,
287,304,
304, 758
758
P.2d
58, 250
250 Cal.Rptr.
Cal.Rptr. 116
116 (1988)
(1988) (en
(en banc).
banc).
P.2d 58,
12
Forexample,
example,ininConnecticut,
Connecticut,unfair
unfairclaim
claimsettlement
settlement
12 For
practices must be
be committed
committed or
or performed
performed “with
“with
such frequency as to indicate a general business
practice.”
Stat. Section
Section 38a-816(6).
38a-816(6).
practice.”Conn.
Conn. Gen. Stat.
13
See,e.g.,
e.g.,Avery
AveryDennison
DennisonCorp.
Corp.v.v.Allendale
AllendaleMutual
Mutual
13 See,
Ins.
Co., supra,
supra, 310
310 F.3d
F.3d1117;
1117;International
International Surplus
Surplus
Ins. Co.,
Lines Ins. Co. v. University of
of Wyoming
Wyoming Research
Research
Corp., supra,
supra, 850
Supp. at
at 1527
1527 n.
n. 20.
20.
Corp.,
850 F.
F. Supp.

(Conn. Super.
Super.2006)
2006) (insurer
(insurer claimed
claimed that
that tort was
only available when insurer breached
breached its
its contract;
contract;
court noted that
that such
such expansive
expansive reading
reading of case
case
law does not withstand scrutiny in light
light of
of United
United
Technologies
careful review
review of Connecticut case
Technologies careful
case
law and conclusion that Connecticut
Connecticut courts have
have

recognized
an independent
independent common
common law
law tort
tort for
recognized an
such conduct.)
7 International
InternationalSurplus
SurplusLines
LinesIns.
Ins.Co.
Co. v. University of
Wyoming
Corp., 850
850 F.
F.Supp.
Supp.1509,
1509, 1527
1527
Wyoming Research
Research Corp.,
n. 20 (D. Wyoming
Wyoming 1994),
1994), aff’d,
aff’d, 52 F.3d
901 (10th
F.3d 901
Cir.
1995), citing
citing Hatch,
supra, 842
842 P.2d
at 1098.
1098.
Cir. 1995),
Hatch, supra,
P.2d at
8 Love
Exchange, 221
221 Cal.
Cal. App.
App. 3d
3d 1136
8
Love v.
v. Fire Ins. Exchange,
(1990); see
see also Young
Young v. Illinois Union
Union Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co.,
2008 WL
5234052, 22 (N.D.Cal.
2008
WL 5234052,
(N.D.Cal. 2008), citing
citing Love,
Love,
supra, 221 Cal. App. 3d
3d at
at 1153
1153 (“[i]n
(“[i]n the
the absence
of any underlying
underlying coverage, there is no
no conceivable
conceivable
liability
liabilitythat
thatYoung
Young could
could allege against [the insurer]
on
theory of ‘bad
‘bad faith;’”
faith;’” see
on any theory
seealso
alsoBrown
Brownv.
v. State
State
Farm
Mut. Auto.
Auto. Ins.
Ins. Co.,
Co., 2008
2008 WL
Farm Mut.
WL 5234255, 13
(N.D.Cal.
2008), citing Love,
supra (“[a]bsent an
(N.D.Cal. 2008),
Love, supra
entitlement to policy benefits, a plaintiff
plaintiff may
may not
recover
on aa bad
bad faith
faith claim,
claim, as
as aa matter
matter of
of law.”)
law.”)
recover on
9 Certain
explicitly held
held that they do
9
Certain states
states have
have explicitly
not recognize
the tort
tort of procedural
recognize the
procedural bad
bad faith
in circumstances
where there
there is no
circumstances where
no coverage
coverage
owed under
under the
the policy.
policy.See,
See, e.g.,
e.g., Zurich
Zurich Ins.
Ins. Co.
Co. v.
Texasgulf, Inc.,
Inc., 233
233 A.D.2d 180, 181
181 649
649 N.Y.S.2d
N.Y.S.2d
153, 154 (N.Y.
App. Div.
Div.1996)
1996) (granting
(granting insurer’s
(N.Y. App.
motion
dismiss insured’s
insured’s bad faith
faith claim because
motion to
to dismiss

the tort
tort of
ofprocedural
procedural bad
bad faith,
faith,however,
however,
the
insurers can be
be liable
liable to
to individual
individual insureds for
isolated
handling.
isolated instances
instances of unfair claims handling.
Additionally,
Additionally, insurers
insurers should be mindful of
seemingly innocent setbacks in the handling
claims. Although
Although an
insured will often
often
of claims.
an insured
have
to prove
prove“extraordinary”
“extraordinary” or
or “egregious”
“egregious”
have to
conduct to
prevail on
on aa procedural
procedural bad
bad
conduct
to prevail
faith
faith claim,13
claim,13 it can also be found as a result
of something
something as innocuous
innocuous as aa delayed
delayed
notification of
notification
ofaaproper
proper denial
denialof
of coverage,
coverage, as
demonstrated by
demonstrated
bySt.
St. Paul
Paul v.
v. Onvia.
Onvia. Even
Even nonmeritorious procedural
faith claims based
meritorious
procedural bad faith
on nothing more than sloppy claims handling
and expensive
expensivelitigation
litigation
can result in lengthy and
until a conclusion
conclusion regarding the insurer’s good
until
faith can
faith
can be reached.
Given
the appealing
appealing nature
nature of
of this
this tort
tort to
Given the
insureds who are otherwise unable to prove
breach
contract or
violations of unfair
unfair
breach of
of contract
or violations
claims
handling statutes,
and the
the recent
recent
claims handling
statutes, and
attention paid to
to the
the tort
tort by
by the
the Washington
Washington
Supreme Court,
Court, insurers
insurers face
face the
the possibility
possibility
Supreme
that similar
similar claims
claims will
will soon
soon emerge
emerge in states
currently silent
silent on
on the issue. Insurers should
always be
be mindful
mindful of the tort of
always
of procedural
procedural
bad
regardless of
merits of the
the
bad faith, regardless
of the
the merits
underlying
confidence with
underlying claim
claim and
and the confidence
which the insurer denies
denies coverage. This topic
should be monitored
should
monitored as courts continue to
render decisions on this issue.
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Misrepresentation of Intention: Two Treaties and
an Endorsement
an Endorsement
Misrepresentation of Intention: Two Treaties and

EWCA
CivCiv
1231)
thethe
Court
of Appeal
In Limit
LimitNo.
No.22Limited
Limitedv vAXA
AXA([2008]
([2008]
EWCA
1231)
Court
of Appeal
provided
guidance
on
a
number
of
important
issues
relevant
to
the
provided guidance on a number of important issues relevant to the
placement of
placement
of insurance
insurance and
and reinsurance,
reinsurance, specifically:
specifically:the
theeffect
effectofofcomments
comments
made by
a
broker
at
placement
with
regard
to
the
reinsured’s
underwriting
by a broker at placement with regard to the reinsured’s underwriting
principles and
principles
andwhether
whetherthose
thosecomments
commentscould
couldbe
beviewed
viewedasasrepresentations
representations
of fact
fact or mere matters
matters of
expectation
or
belief;
the
effect
of
an
of expectation or belief; the effect of anendorsement
endorsement
extending the
extending
the period
periodof
ofaa contract
contractof
ofreinsurance;
reinsurance;and
andthe
thewillingness
willingnesstotoview
view
two
representations
which
were
made
at
placement
as
‘continuing’
for
the
two representations which were made at placement as ‘continuing’ for the
purposes of
purposes
of a subsequent
subsequent renewal.
renewal.
The Treaties
case involved
involved two
two treaties.
treaties. One was
was written
written on
This case

1 July
July 1996,
1996, originally
originally lasting 12 months, but later
extended
extended by endorsement
endorsement dated
dated20
20June
June 1997 for a
further 77 months
1998. The
further
monthsto
to31
31January
January 1998.
The other was
a 12 month treaty written
written in
in February
February 1998.
1998. AXA,
AXA,
over the
the original
original reinsurers on both
who had taken over
treaties, sought
treaties,
sought to
to avoid
avoid the
the treaties
treatiesas
as aa result
result of a
misrepresentation by
misrepresentation
by the brokers for the reinsured,
Limit No.2 Limited,
Limited, a syndicate at Lloyd’s.
Limit
Representation
The Representation
The
the dispute
dispute
The representation
representationatat the
the heart
heart of
of the
was contained within a fax sent by the reinsured’s
brokers, Newman
Newman Martin and
and Buchan
Buchan Ltd
Ltd (NMB).
(NMB).
Prior to agreeing
agreeing the 1996 treaty NMB
NMB attached a
front cover to the draft slip and
and information sheet
provided
syndicates for
purpose of
provided by
by the syndicates
for the purpose
placing the
1996 NMB faxed
faxed
placing
the reinsurances.
reinsurances.On
On 44 July 1996
a bundle including the front
front cover
cover to the reinsurers
stating that
principle [the
stating
that “as
“as aa matter
matter of principle
[the reassureds]
maintain high standards
maintain
standards and would not normally
normally
the original deductible
write construction
construction unless
unless the
deductible
were
least £500,000 ($745,000),
($745,000), preferably
preferably
were at least
£1m”. This statement was not
not however
however repeated
repeated
when the 1997
1997 endorsement
endorsement was
was made, nor when
the 1998
1998 treaty
treaty was
was agreed.
agreed. NMB
NMB had represented
that the
the reinsureds
reinsureds intended
intended only to underwrite
underwrite
energy
defined high
high deductibles,
deductibles,
energy risks
risks with the defined
but this
this was
was arguably
arguably inaccurate
inaccurate because
because in the
prevailing
market conditions
conditions high
high deductible
deductible
prevailing market
no longer
longer available.
available. Whilst the
energy business was no
reinsured had
had written reinsurance
with the stated
reinsured
reinsurance with
deductibles before
deductibles
before July
July 1996,
1996, the
the intention
intention to
continue to write
write such reinsurance had evaporated
July1996
1996 when
when the
the treaty
treaty was
was written.
written. Moreover,
by July
it became apparent that most of the risks that
that were
underwritten by
No. 2 had
had deductibles
deductibles of
underwritten
by Limit
Limit No.
£100,000 to £200,000.
£200,000.
First Instance Decision
In the High Court, Jonathan
QC held
held that
that the
Jonathan Hirst QC

by Antony Woodhouse
and Paolo Cerroni
London

broker’s statement
sheet was
was a
broker’s
statement within
within the
the fax
fax sheet

misrepresentation
of intention and therefore
misrepresentation of
therefore the
1996 treaty
treaty could
could be
be avoided.
avoided. As
As aa consequence
consequence
of the
the avoidance
avoidance of
treaty, the 1997
1997
of the
the 1996 treaty,

endorsement, which was an extension
extension of the 1996
treaty,
treaty, could
could also be avoided.
regard to the 1998 treaty, the judge held
With regard
that the representation
representation was
was a continuing one
one and
that
entitled to
that the reinsurers were entitled
to assume that the
policy regarding deductibles
deductibles remained for the 1998
year in the absence of
of any
any evidence
evidence to
to the
the contrary.
contrary.
The
reinsurers were
were therefore
therefore entitled
entitled to avoid the
The reinsurers
1996 treaty, the 1997
1997 endorsement
endorsement and the 1998
treaty.

Misrepresentation
The Court
Court of
of Appeal
Appeal outlined
outlined the requirements for
The
a finding of actionable misrepresentation:
misrepresentation: (1)
(1) there
must have been
been aa representation,
representation, in this case the
statement
by the syndicate
statement by
syndicate that they intended to
write business with the stated deductibles;
deductibles; (2) the

For
further information
information contact:
For further

e: AWoodhouse@eapdlaw.com
AWoodhouse@eapdlaw.com
20 7556
7556 4522
t: +44 (0) 20
e: PCerroni@eapdlaw.com
PCerroni@eapdlaw.com
20 7583
7583 4055
t: +44 (0) 20
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Martin Lister of EAPD Ranked
in Band One by Chambers Asia
in Band One by Chambers Asia
(2009) for Insurance
(2009) for Insurance
Martin Lister of EAPD Ranked

EAPD
delightedto
tonote
notethat
thatMartin
Martin Lister,
Lister, who divides
divides his
EAPD isisdelighted
time between
between EAPD’s
EAPD’s London office and
and EAPD’s
EAPD’s associated
office in
(Lister Swartz),
Swartz), was
was ranked
ranked in
in the top
in Hong
Hong Kong (Lister
‘Leading Individual’
Individual’ under
band as a ‘Leading
under the
the category Insurance:
goes on
on to
to describe Martin as
Non-contentious. Chambers goes
“...an esteemed
towering presence with a well-defined
well-defined focu
in this
this area”
area”
“...an
esteemed and towering
focuss in
area”.

Martin is
network, and also Co-Principal of Lister Swartz in
Martin
is aa Partner within
withinthe
theEAPD
EAPD network,
Hong Kong.
Kong.IfIf you
youwould
would like
like to
to contact
contact Martin
Martin in relation to
Hong
to any
any area of his practice
MLister@eapdlaw.com or call
on +44
+44 (0)20
(0)20 7556
7556 4150, or in
please email MLister@eapdlaw.com
call him
him in
in the
the UK on
Hong Kong
Kongon
on+852
+8522116
21169361/9362.
9361/9362.
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representation must have
have been untrue when
the relevant contract was written and (3) the
misrepresentation must have been material,
however materiality
materiality was
was not
not a point on appeal.
The court
was an
an‘inexorable
‘inexorable
The
court held
held that itit was
conclusion’ on a fair reading of the evidence,
that the
the representation
representation was
was untrue;
untrue; on
on
that
examination it transpired that
that itit was
was only the
broker that had made the representation and
itit was contrary to the intention
intention of his client,
client, Mr
O’Farrell.
The Court
Court of
of Appeal
Appeal was
was satisfied
satisfied
O’Farrell. The
that the statement
statement was
was aa misrepresentation
misrepresentation
and for this
this reason
reason itit held
held that
that the
thefirst
first contract
contract
had fallen away. For
Forjudicial
judicial consideration
consideration on
the test for misrepresentation
misrepresentation where
where there
there are
allegations of non-disclosure
non-disclosure see the recent
recent
decision
decision of the
the Commercial
Commercial Court,
Court, Crane
Crane v
Hannover
Hannover Ruckversicherungs
Ruckversicherungs AG
AG ([2008]
EWHC
3165 (Comm)).
(Comm)).
EWHC 3165
Representation of
of Intention
Intention
The court
court then
then considered
considered whether
whether the
the
The
representation
of intention was
representation of
was continuing
continuing
such that
that it was still in effect
effect when the 1997
endorsement was
was made
made and
and when
when the
the 1998
treaty was
was agreed.
agreed. In
consideration of
treaty
In his consideration
a ‘representation
‘representation of intention’,
intention’, Lord
Lord Justice
Justice
Longmore suggested
suggestedthat
that itit was an elusive
Longmore
elusive

concept primarily
primarily because a person’s
person’sintentions
intentions

were
subject to change.
were always
always subject
change. The
The court
court
viewed the endorsement
endorsement as
as part
part of the 1996
contract and suggested
suggested itit would
would be
be‘artificial’
‘artificial’
to view it
it as a new contract
contract because it
it was an
agreement between the parties to amend the
period
contract. At the time
period clause in the 1996 contract.
the 1998 treaty
the representation
representation
treaty was made the
was not repeated
repeated and
commented
and Longmore
Longmore LJ
LJ commented
that “[a]
“[a] representation
representation of intention
intention cannot
cannot
last for ever; it only
only relates
relates to the
the time
time when
when
it is
is made”.
made”.Moreover,
Moreover, Longmore
Longmore LJ
LJ refused
to put
put such
such “weight
“weight on
on aa representation
representation of
intention
say that
that it must be taken to be
intention …
… to say
operative after
lapse of 19
19 months”.
months”.
still operative
after a lapse
Accordingly
the endorsement
endorsement fell
fell away
Accordingly the
away with
the 1996
1996 Treaty, but
but the
the 1998
1998 treaty could not
be avoided and so the
the syndicate’s
syndicate’s appeal was
successful on this
this point
point at least.
There
been much
much criticism
criticism and
and
There has
has been
discussion about the draconian nature of the
right to
to avoid
avoid an
aninsurance
insurance or
or reinsurance
reinsurance
contract. Perhaps
just how
how
contract.
Perhapsmindful
mindfulofof just
powerful the
the remedy
remedy of avoidance
avoidance can be in
the hands
hands of an insurer or reinsurer, Longmore
LJ
concludedthat
that “a
“a court
court should
should not
not struggle
struggle
LJ concluded
to hold that everything said at inception is to
be impliedly
impliedly repeated on renewal”.
renewal”.

Comment
This case
case has
has to
to some
some degree
degree clarified
clarified the
This
effect
misrepresentation of intention
intention
effect of aa misrepresentation
in the context of a renewal, and it provides
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